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Dear Manchester families and residents,
The Manchester Wellness Coalition was recently recognized by the Michigan Recreation and Park Association and awarded its Community Service Award
for organizational leadership that supports parks and recreation in Michigan, including program sponsors and volunteers who make a difference through
contributions to parks, recreation and leisure services. This is a great testament to the hard work of our volunteers and program leaders.
Congratulations!
Year 2 (2013-2014) was an active year for wellness in the Village of Manchester. At the Wellness Coalition table were many volunteers wearing multiple
hats, to better represent the varied needs and interests of our stakeholders, collaborators, and ultimately our local residents. Last year, we worked
together to implement 10 programmatic interventions from our Year 2 plan, and met regularly to track our progress. For Year 3, we bring forward 18
programs, 9 of which are new strategies to address ongoing health needs and risk indicators. We realize it takes time to achieve a true culture of
wellness in our village, but we believe we are well on our way to making it a reality. And if our hunch is correct, we will again hit a home run with the
program ideas and suggestions in this plan.
We welcome your input at any point, and hope you will join us this coming year to share your suggestions on how we can improve our decision making
process and our plans in the future.
We wish you the best of health as you travel your own wellness journey,
The Manchester Wellness Coalition

“Thanks to the Chelsea-area Wellness Foundation, the 5 Healthy Towns Initiative and the Manchester
Wellness Coalition, our community has received educational, recreational and training opportunities that
would not have been possible without their support. Our residents, from pre-schoolers to seniors, have
participated in many great programs that promote a healthy lifestyle. On behalf of the Manchester
Community, I thank the volunteers that have given so much of their time and talents to make this possible.”
-

Pat Vailliencourt, President, Manchester Village Council
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Executive Summary
With 19 active members and several community residents helping in various ways, our Circle of Support for Wellness is constantly
expanding. As we progress toward a true culture of wellness in Manchester, our volunteers and community organizations work together to
solicit community ideas, identify sponsors, and recruit more volunteers to make these programs a reality. Despite competition for limited
resources, we have had success in numerous ways: simplifying our meeting structure, achieving consensus on 18 interventions for Year 3,
and establishing a broad range of support for all four focus areas – Move More, Eat Better, Connect With Others and Avoid Unhealthy
Substances. Our programs reach all audiences, pre-school to senior residents, with interesting and substantive learning principles that
support healthy lifestyle choices.
“The students and staff of the Manchester Community School District have greatly benefited from the initiatives
implemented by the Manchester Wellness Coalition. Together with the Chelsea-area Wellness Foundation and
the 5Healthy Towns initiative, we have reinforced the fact that healthy bodies and healthy minds equate to
greater achievement; not only now, but for years to come.
We are very grateful for the support to our school community.”
-

Cherie Vannatter, Superintendent, Manchester Community Schools

Coalition Role and Responsibilities
The Manchester Wellness Coalition members met monthly during the course of the year to set the goals and objectives of programs funded
throughout the year. The coalition volunteers continue to play an active role in all aspects of program planning and rollout, to include
advertising through web announcements, flyers, word of mouth, and community meetings. At the March 2014 meeting, the Coalition
agreed to disband its meetings for the four sub-group committees, thereby simplifying our decision making process and lightening the load
on our already-stretched volunteer supporters. All decision making will now take place at the larger Coalition meeting level.
Our 19-member Volunteer Coalition, and the various community support organizations, are listed in Appendix 1.
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Table 1: Circle of Community Support for the Year 3 Plan

Move More

Eat Better

Connect
with Others

Avoid
Unhealthy
Substances
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“As a 7th grade teacher, I appreciate the focused interventions that Manchester Voices/Student Leading
Students/Project SUCCESS provides for my students. I have seen one particular student thrive through the
positive relationships that she has built as a result of these programs. As a member of the Manchester
community, I appreciate all they do for our community members, young and not so young.
This program is an asset to our community.”
-

Larissa Tindall, Middle School Teacher

“I am very happy that my daughter participates in this group. She used to be so shy and never wanted to try new
things. Now she is becoming such a great young lady. Thank you for being such a positive influence in her life!”
-

Shawn Edwards, community member, PTSA Parent
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Lessons Learned

A

It Takes Time. A culture of community wellness needs time, resources, and broad community support. Creating a vision and a multi-year

strategy will benefit the residents and families of Manchester through an investment that will pay off in the years to come. We believe that our strong
focus on youth programming, in addition to our well rounded menu of nutrition and eating better resources, is the right strategy for developing a
healthy environment that will contribute to healthier residents. In the short term, we will review our updated health indicators in 2016 to evaluate
where our investment in making an impact. In the long run, we anticipate that our wellness philosophy will help us to maintain the momentum to gain
even stronger community participation in our wellness activities.

B

Great volunteers are a valuable commodity, and our collaborators come to the table wearing multiple hats, representing the needs of

many stakeholders. Together, we do good work. Program intervention leaders are not just committed to their areas of focus, but to our wellness
mission overall. Without their enthusiasm and commitment, we would be unable to achieve the goals we have defined. As noted in our Year 2 plan, our
coalition members actively participate in all aspects of our wellness programs, and play a key role in direct information sharing on progress,
achievements and limitations. This continues to be a key element to our success as a community coalition.

C

Hitting a Home Run for the Residents of Manchester. We have achieved some program successes in our first two years of operation,

including investments in our infrastructure, new recreational programming, and a strong foundation for teen awareness of drug and alcohol prevention.
Our community gardening and Farmers Market successes continue to inspire new and innovative ideas to promote healthier eating. Our combined
efforts will help us to achieve the policy, infrastructure, awareness and behavior changes necessary for a sustainable culture of wellness for individuals,
families, organizations and our community overall.
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Planning for Year 3 and Beyond
The goals established in our initial 2012-2013 Plan are based on a comprehensive review of health risks and indicators for Manchester
residents. These goals remain in place as the benchmarks for achieving long term success.
1. Reduce % of overweight/obese adults and children
2. Reduce days/months reported of poor physical and mental health
3. Increase amount and frequency of physical activity for adults and children
4. Reduce daily screen time for adults and children
5. Improve walking and bicycling opportunities
6. Increase fruits and vegetables consumption
7. Improve choices for healthy foods and eating
8. Reduce tobacco usage
9. Reduce alcohol abuse
10. Address prescription drug misuse

As we reviewed the interventions implemented in 2013-2014, we determined that many were appropriate to continue into the Year 3 strategy.
Specifically, for the following interventions, moving into Phase 2 will allow us to expand this success by reaching broader participation, developing new
collaboration relationships, and coordinating with new interventions to position each for optimal impact.
MOVE MORE Continuing Interventions:
 Kirk Park Improvements – As one of our featured success stories on page 11, Kirk Park represents the power of the community when multiple
stakeholders coordinate their resources. For the Year 3 Plan, we will expand on this success by adding playground equipment and youth sports
facilities.
 Safe Routes to School – The Village and MCS joined forces with the 5H Safe Routes to School collaborative, and were able to complete walking
and bicycling route audits in the Village, conduct a community input meeting, and identify infrastructure improvement needs in conjunction
with MSU and WSU experts. For Year 3, we will finalize priorities and apply for an MDOT grant to improve our safe routes to school.
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EAT BETTER Continuing Interventions:
 Fuel Up To Play 60 – At Manchester Middle School, we are reaching more students and creating a stronger foundation for a healthy school
nutrition and fitness culture. The staff and student team will be implementing new fundraising techniques for the program’s future.
 Community and School Gardens – The school part of this program offers gardening experiences for ages 1 – 12 from March through August each
year, including the opportunity for Summer Kids Camp to host a Farmers Market at the School during July and August. The Community Garden
offers garden plots to community members.
 Farmers Market – The growth of the Farmers Market last year was a great start to the goals the Farmers Market and Village of Manchester have
set for the market being the center of “Thursdays in Manchester” tourism. The Farmers Market has many coordinated activities with other
group, including the Manchester Wellness Center, the Community and School Garden project, the Manchester District Library, the CRC, and the
Gazebo Concerts. This collaborative approach maximizes our marketing efforts for all programs.
 Healthy Chefs – High school chefs are now participating in the state competition, and this outreach initiative is also one of our featured success
stories (page 12). Expanding into Year 3 will allow the Healthy Chef teams to make their mark on the high school wellness culture.
CONNECT WITH OTHERS continuing intervention:
 Community Read – The kick-off for this year’s Community Read will coordinate with all 5 Healthy Towns, to be followed by local events to
encourage reading and discussion of a topic related to Connect with Others.
AVOID UNHEALTHY SUBSTANCES continuing interventions:
 Manchester Voices – a stronger and more structured approach to teen alcohol awareness was implemented last year and continues into Year 3
operations. With Project SUCCESS, our coordinated on- site programming and dedicated resources will assist Manchester schools and families to
approach the issues of teen drug and alcohol abuse in a more formal way.

“I like Manchester Voices. I get to have fun during lunch, and spend time with my friends.”- A.V. and A.W. from Manchester Middle School
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Table 2: History of Interventions Year 1 and Year 2, Proposed Interventions Year 3, and Projected Commitments for Year 4 (noted as “Yes”)

Title
Kirk Park
Summer Swimming Lessons
Youth Football League
Safe Routes to School – Year 2
Manchester Street Festival
Community Garden Collaboration w/Library
Farmers Market Library Kiosk
Fuel Up To Play 60
Community & School Gardens
Manchester Community Composting
Eat Better Placemats
Farmers Market
Healthy Chefs
Community Read
The Leader In Me
Manchester Voices (CMCA)
Project SUCCESS
Project TNT (Toward No Tobacco)
Gazebo Concerts
Re-Thinking Drinking
Breathe Life
Red Barrel Program
Manchester Wellness Center Program Expansion
5 a day Tool Kit
Manchester Shared Use Trail
Rural Homes Fitness Program
Education Seminar Series

2012-13

2013-14

2014-15

$35,000

$7000
$5000
$10,000
$10,000
$5000
$500
$1000
$2000
$7470
$1200
$1000
$8000
$10,800
$2000
$5000
$18,500
$5000
$530
→

$12,500

$5000
$7000

$1800
$2500

$1000
$10,000
$2000

$8000
$13,000
$2500

$4311
$1200
$1004
$2000
$2000
$13,000
$5000
$100,000

$18,500
$5000
→
$1200
→
→
→
→
→
→

$2,500
$2,000

→

2015-16
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
→
→
→
→
→
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
→

→
→
→

→
→
Yes

→

→

Note: The symbol → indicates an intervention continuing forward without additional funding required.
New intervention ideas for Year 4 include: Riverfront Park Improvements, Library Physical Fitness Check out items, Community
Center/Retirement Community Planning
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Resources, Needs and Gaps
With the continuation of the programmatic interventions highlighted above, the Coalition discussed its priorities to achieve our $100,000 budget
allocation from the CWF and came to a consensus regarding 9 continuing programs and 9 new offerings. With these new recommendations we believe
our Coalition resources are well distributed among the four focus area groups and we are well positioned for success.
The Manchester Coalition has been involved in an important discussion regarding formal program evaluation beyond participation numbers. This
remains an area for further exploration by the Coalition, and we hope to continue this discussion with efforts led by the Foundation to refine data
collection methods and expand the sample size for Manchester in the future. The 2015 HIP database, collected by Washtenaw County Department of
Health, can be used to formally evaluate our programs. In 2015, we will work to ensure collection of Manchester-specific data in sufficient quantities to
allow accurate analysis of health trends, and we will promote awareness of the survey and its methodology to our residents. We are hopeful that we will
achieve enough participation to give us a more accurate picture of health indicators relevant to our residents and families. This will improve our position
to promote our findings locally and statewide.

“As a Manchester resident whose family member has been affected by
abuse of prescription drugs and the progression to illegal drugs, I appreciate the efforts made by
the Wellness Coalition to install the Red Barrel in the Village Hall.
Your work to inform the public of the dangers of these drugs at your workshop last year,
and the talks and flyers around town about the Red Barrel Program,
are truly important to stopping this problem from getting bigger in our community.
Thank you.”
-

a Manchester resident

“Project SUCCESS has helped many students in our school with many socio-emotional issues. In addition, it has improved the safety and security of our
students. The staff members do this through several methods: groups, individual conversations, and collaborating with faculty and staff.”
-

Kevin Mowrer, Manchester High School Principal
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Featured Success Stories
Kirk Park Community Project
The Kirk Park Community Improvement Project invoked a multi-organizational approach to collective fundraising for a major project affecting 300 boys
and girls involved in Manchester Area Youth Sports baseball and softball programs. This collaboration reached out among the Village of Manchester
Parks Commission, Manchester Area Youth Sports, the Manchester Wellness Coalition, the Chelsea-Area Wellness Foundation, and twelve Manchester
area service organizations, businesses and individuals to:






Identify the common interest and mission among these organizations in collaborating on a large project affecting the health and
wellness of hundreds of Manchester youth;
Mutually agree on the project scope, and the specific elements of the design and planned refurbishments to existing baseball fields,
needed infrastructure, and related family needs such as adjacent playground equipment;
Collaboratively raise the needed funds, involving direct donations, in-kind services and supplies, and the participation of other
fundraising events such as Crazy Ca$h and Chicken Broil which are themselves collaborative fundraising programs;
Demonstrate the “Circle of Support” concept defined in our Year 2 Plan for collaborative activities;
Receive a Michigan Recreation and Park Association “Community Service Award” in March 2014, recognizing Manchester Wellness
Coalition’s collaborative efforts to improve parks and recreation as part of a health and wellness program.
To date, we have leveraged a $ 35,000 CWF grant into nearly $ 100,000 raised, with other
community commitments pending near-term.
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Manchester High School Healthy Chefs

The Healthy Chefs program began in 2012 by focusing not only on students learning identification of healthy foods and better preparation of healthy
meals, but also to draw in students who might not otherwise be engaged in school activities, and thus improve on their skills in connecting with one
another. The program is held on Tuesday after school for 8-10 weeks in the fall and spring. The program attendance is growing, averaging 7 students in
the 1st year to now having 13 students who attend weekly and another 10 students who participate in certain weeks. The students learn both basic
healthy nutrition, and can also bring in their favorite recipes for a healthy makeover. The program involves substantial collaboration among Manchester
High School administration, Chartwells, Donna Clark, a retired teacher who returns to the school to administer the program and teach the students, and
volunteer parents who help with purchasing supplies and assisting with outside programs.
Student and parent surveys were conducted at the end of the 2012-2013 school year, which showed that the students’ overwhelming reason for
attending was “to experience making and tasting healthy foods”. 84% of students shared their food with family members, and 60% said that the family
now cooked with recipes from Healthy Chefs. Parent surveys showed similar high marks for the program’s success and student growth.
The Manchester High School students have demonstrated their healthy cooking at community events such as the March 2013 Community Health Expo
and at Manchester Wellness Coalition meetings. In May 2013, the Healthy Chefs students won second place at the Michigan Junior Chef Cook-Off at a
statewide competition at Michigan State University.
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Table 3: Summary of 18 Interventions for Year 3
Focus Area Sub-Group
Move More

Eat Better

Connect With Others
Avoid Unhealthy
Substances

Total

Intervention Title

Oversight Organization

Funding
Request

Kirk Park Improvement – Phase II
Summer Swimming Lessons
Youth Football League
Safe Routes to School – Year 2

Village of Manchester
Manchester Community Schools
Manchester Community Schools
Manchester Community Schools

$ 7,000
$ 5,000
$10,000
$10,000

Community Garden Collaboration w/Library
Farmers Market Library Kiosk
Fuel Up To Play 60
Community/School Gardens
Manchester Community Composting
Eat Better Placemats
Farmers Market
Healthy Chefs
Community Read
The Leader in Me – Klager Elementary
Manchester Street Festival
Manchester Voices CMCA
Project SUCCESS
Project TNT

Manchester District Library
Manchester District Library
Manchester Community Schools
Manchester Community Schools
Manchester CRC
Manchester CRC
Village of Manchester
Manchester Community Schools
Manchester District Library
Manchester Community Schools
TBD
Manchester Community Schools
Manchester Community Schools
Manchester Community Schools

$ 500
$ 1,000
$ 2,000
$ 7,470
$ 1,200
$ 1,000
$ 8,000
$10,800
$ 2,000
$ 5,000
$ 5,000
$18,500
$ 5,000
$ 530

18 Innovative Interventions to Improve
Manchester Community Wellness

Sub-Group
Total
$ 32,000

$31,970

$ 12,000

$ 24,030

$100,000
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Summary of 2014-15 Interventions:

Kirk Park Community Improvement Project/Phase 2 – In response to public concern about the deteriorating conditions and safety of Kirk
Park, the Village of Manchester will upgrade the infrastructure’s playground equipment and youth sports facilities. This project affects 300
Manchester community youth, as well as casual users of the park facilities. Funding Request: $7,000
Summer Swimming Lessons – Based on a community survey, transportation to appropriate pool facilities is an area of interest and need in
the Manchester community. Summer Swim will facilitate transportation to the Adrian YMCA and subsidize lessons for low income families,
and provide appropriate adult supervision. Manchester does not have a public pool, thus this programs offers students the opportunity to
learn to swim – a lifetime safety and physical activity skill. Funding Request: $ 5,000
Manchester Youth Football League– Manchester Schools will implement a local youth football league for K-6 grade students, including flag
and contact football and cheerleading. Volunteer parents will coach; school district facilities will be utilized; high school cheerleading
mentors and parent coaches will lead the cheerleading program. Important concussion prevention and safe tackling training will be
administered. This funding request will be matched with community support. Funding Request: $10,000
Safe Routes to School – Year 2 – Manchester Community Schools will focus on two key components in its second year in Manchester:
finalizing a grant application to Michigan DOT, and building on the non-motorized transportation successes which have already been
established. This program augments the safety of Village students where bus transportation is not provided. Funding Request: $10,000
Community Garden Collaborative with Library – The Manchester Library will collaborate with the Community & School Garden committee
to offer garden seeds and moveable gardens at the Library. The seed library will offer free seeds to the community. The moveable gardens
will be used to grow herbs and community members will be allow to cut herbs for their own use. Funding Request: $500
Farmers Market Library Kiosk – The Manchester Library will augment the events calendar offered at the Farmers Market to increase
Market sales and promote library programs. The kiosk will feature recipes and a variety of community events. Funding Request: $1000
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Fuel Up to Play 60 Program – Manchester Middle School FUTP60 is a school curriculum focused on in-school nutrition and physical activity,
developed by the National Dairy Association and the NFL. This intervention will use remaining 2013 funding with new funding to purchase
supplies, train teachers, kickoff events, and community outreach. The Middle School population is considered critical in fostering healthy
eating and physical activity lifestyles. Funding Request: $ 2,000
Community and School Gardens – Manchester Schools will rent gardening plots to Manchester residents and also provide opportunities to
pre-school and elementary school students to learn hands-on about gardening. Most of the funding request is for putting in an
underground waterline from the baseball field to the garden which will allow the garden project to pay for their own water usage. This will
replace the current system of hundreds of feet of hose from Klager Elementary School to the garden. Funding Request: $7,470
Manchester Community Composting – Manchester CRC will educate the community about composting materials and provide a drop off
and pick-up location for composted materials. The compost site will coordinate with the pre-school garden. Funding Request: $1,200
Eat Better Placemats – Community education about healthy eating will be encouraged through placemats at local restaurants. Placemats
will be educational and feature a calendar of coalition events. Funding Request: $1000
Farmers Market – The Village of Manchester and the Farmers Market Committee will oversee the Farmers Market to gain new vendors and
increase its base of customers. The market takes place on Thursdays from 4 – 8 pm from May 8 – October 9. The funds will be used to pay
for a Market Manager, offer coupons for produce, funds for marketing and for hosting events – all key features to grow the customer base
of the market. Funding Request: $8,000
Healthy Chefs – Manchester Schools will promote optimal eating patterns among high school and elementary students and promote
healthy options to fast food and processed food. The program also assists with social interactions and community outreach among the
participating students. Funding Request: $10,800
5H Community Read – The Manchester District Library will kick-off its Community Read in August and facilitate multiple community events
to encourage book discussion and other events. Free books will be distributed at multiple sites in the community. Funding Request: $2000
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The Leader In Me – Manchester Community Schools will implement The Leader In Me curriculum at Klager Elementary School. This
innovative program is based on Stephen Covey’s 7 Habits of Highly Effective People, to train teachers and reach out to the student
population on important topics related to interpersonal skills to cope with teen bullying, depression and other mental health topics.
Implementation of the project will contribute to the personal growth, educational development, and the social-emotional well-being of
students served at this critical time in their lives. Funding Request: $ 5000
Manchester Street Festival – Past success with the Manchester Street Festival will be enhanced to include The Block of Health in North
Wurster Park, aimed at educating seniors about wellness opportunities. This fun community event features a fun run and 5-10K races, Kids
Corner, juried art and vintage cars. It is an important means of reaching thousands of participants and residents with the 5 Healthy Towns
mission and the various health and wellness programs in our community. Funding Request: $5,000
Manchester Voices (CMCA) – Manchester Schools will facilitate a community organizing effort designed to change policies and practices to
reduce access to alcohol by teens. Changing the social and policy environment has proven to be essential for long-term prevention success.
This year’s intervention will grow upon the initial organizing efforts. Funding Request: $18,500
Project SUCCESS – Manchester Schools focuses on teens ages 12-17 to help students identify and resist peer pressures to use drugs and
alcohol. This successful program receives funding from a broad range of partners. This program is essential in addressing ongoing pressures
among youth to abuse prescription drugs and illegal narcotics. Funding Request: $5,000
Project TNT (Towards No Tobacco) – Manchester Schools will implement a 7th grade curriculum that aims to prevent and reduce tobacco
use. Activities include games, videos and role playing. The program recognizes that initial tobacco use prevention is more successful than
tobacco cessation later in life. Funding Request: $ 530.00
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0 - 18

19 - 35

36 - 65

> 65

x

x

x

physical activity

x

Summer Swimming

physical activity

x

x

Youth Football League

physical activity

x

x

SR2S- Ph 2

physical activity and safety

x

x

Community Garden Collaboration w/Library

fruit/veg consumption

x

x

x

x

Farmers Market Library Kiosk

marketing

x

x

x

x

Fuel Up to Play 60

nutrition/activity

x

Comm & School Gardens

nutrition & fruit/veg

x

x

x

x

Community Composting

natritional gardening

x

x

x

x

x

Eat Better Placemats

nutrition

x

x

x

x

x

Farmers Market

nutrition/fresh & local produce

x

x

x

x

Healthy Chefs

nutritional cooking

x

Community Read

connectedness and isolation

x

Leader In Me

Mental health wellness

x

connected with others

x

Voices CMCA

substance use prevention

x

Project SUCCESS

substance use prevention

x

Project TNT

substance use prevention

x

x

x

x

$

7,000

x

$

5,000

x

$

10,000

x

x

$

10,000

x

x

$

500

$

1,000

x

$

2,000

x

$

7,470

x

$

1,200

x

$

1,000

x

x

$

8,000

$

10,800

x

x

x

$

2,000

x

x

x

$

5,000

x
x
x
x

x

x

x
x

x

x

x

x

Total funding request to CWF
(for new interventions)

< 250 > 250

Kirk Park Improvement

Street Festival

Collaboration between
organizations in the
community or between
communities

Indicator/s to impact

Evidence of effectiveness in
Impacting CWF Vision (for
existing programs, only)

Primary Target Population
(Age in Years)

Interventions

Number of People impacted
annually

Table 3: Plan Matrix

x

x

$

5,000

x

x

$

18,500

x

x

x

$

5,000

x

x

x

$

530

x

$

100,000
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Appendix 1: Coalition Membership for 2014
Current Coalition Members
Barry Allen
Peggy Allen
Marie Beaudoin
Kathy Benedict
Ray Berg
Lindsay Hannah
Michelle Hehr
Nancy Loudin
Kim Mahrle
Jennifer Mayes
James Miller
Matt Pegouskie
Laura Seyfried
Leah Sweet
Pat Vailliencourt
Ruth VanBogelen
Cherie Vannatter
Jeff Wallace
Amelia Woods
Affiliations with Community Groups and Organizations
Bethel Church UCC Parish Nurse Program, Chelsea Community Hospital, Chelsea-Area Wellness Foundation, Community Resource Center, Gazebo
Concert Committee, Helping Others Promote Equality, Karen Bergbower & Associates, Kiwanis Club of Manchester, Kirk Park Improvement Committee,
Manchester Area Friends, Manchester Area Chamber of Commerce, Manchester Civic Club, Manchester Community Fair, Manchester Community &
School Garden Committee, Manchester Community Schools, Manchester Co-Op Preschool, Manchester DDA, Manchester District Library, Manchester
Farmers Market Committee, Manchester Lions Club, Manchester Men’s Club, Manchester Science Olympiad Committee, Manchester Street Festival,
Manchester Voices, Manchester Wellness Center, Project SUCCESS, Project TNT, Manchester Shared-Use Trail Committee, Students Leading Students,
Village of Manchester, Worth Repeating
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Individual Intervention Table
*Definitions for terms in the intervention table are included below.

Kirk Park Community Improvement Project – Phase 2
 CWF Element* to Impact

Move More, Connect with Others

 Fiscal Agent*

Village of Manchester

 Tax I.D.

38-6004707

 Implementation Contact*

Jeffery Wallace, Manager, Village of Manchester

 Contact phone and email

734/428-7877 jwallace@vil-manchester.org

 Date Funding Required

August 2014

 Implementation Date

August 2014

 Total Amount Requested from CWF $ 7,000
Criteria
Please provide a description of the
intervention program you are proposing.
(what, when, how, where & why)

Descriptions
This project consists of major refurbishments and upgrades to Kirk Park in the Village of Manchester. The
deteriorated condition of Kirk Park was noted at the March 1, 2012 public input meeting concerning
renewal of the Village of Manchester Parks and Recreation Plan for 2013-2017. Kirk Park is open to all
users and appropriate uses, but is also used heavily by youth sports programs organized under Manchester
Area Youth Sports (MAYS), and several attendees at the meeting expressed specific problems with the
park in regards to safety and the damaged condition of the baseball diamonds and supporting
infrastructure. Many of the Manchester service organizations embody a focus on youth programs and
assistance, and indicated the desire to participate in a community project with a focus on repairing these
ball fields and related infrastructure both for safety and functional reasons.
Two meetings were held with the Manchester Parks Commission to identify all potential upgrades to Kirk
Park, including both the ball diamonds and other park facilities, and to develop budget estimates for
necessary contracted services and materials. MAYS defined its “Field of Dreams” project, and secured
estimates from local contractors to perform the needed work. Representatives of several Manchester
community service organizations (e.g., Kiwanis, Lions, Civic, Manchester Area Friends, MAYS, Men’s

Individual Intervention Table
Club, Chamber) agreed that this need was best handled by a community-wide project to be funded jointly
by clubs, foundations, businesses and individual donations. These organizations also agreed the initial
focus for improvements would be on the ball diamonds and adjacent play equipment used by youth. These
improvements would constitute the initial steps of a broader and more comprehensive upgrade of Kirk
Park as outlined in the approved Parks and Recreation Plan.
The program will make major infrastructure improvements to both facilitate youth sports and usage of
adjacent children’s play equipment, and to increase the potential for tournaments hosted within
Manchester, helping our youth and their families move more and connect with others. Future efforts will
address other infrastructure needs at the park which can be utilized by all age groups.

Describe your action plan (steps) for
implementing the intervention, including
timeframe.

This Phase 2 intervention request specifically focuses on the children’s playscape equipment and other
refurbishments to the playground area adjacent to the south baseball diamond. The baseball diamonds and
related infrastructure were funded in Phase 1 of the project.
A major fundraising campaign was launched in May 2013, based on contractor estimates and a scoping
document. The intent is to secure the necessary pledge commitments throughout 2013-2014, with
construction work beginning in August 2014 after the current baseball season completes. The proposed
“Field of Dreams” project work includes:
Phase 1 (funded in 2013-2014 plan year)
1. Two baseball fields – repair any drainage issues, strip and replace existing subsurface/top soil
and replace ball field surfaces with improved materials
2. Repair/replace all fencing, posts, backstops as required
3. Install poly cap for fencing safety
4. Construct new dugouts for both fields
5. Sandblast aluminum bleacher frames, repaint and/or replace boards as needed
6. Provide security window for concession stand
Phase 2 (funding requested in 2014-2015 plan year)
1. Install new play structure(s) at playground adjacent to south baseball diamond, and complete
adjacent grounds improvements.

Who (specifically) will be responsible for
what aspects of intervention implementation?

The Village of Manchester, through the Village Manager, the Parks Commission and the Village Council,
will serve as the oversight and fiduciary organization for all funds raised, and for the design and
construction required for these park improvements. Representatives of the various service clubs
supporting this project and the Manchester Wellness Coalition will lead the fund-raising efforts
throughout the community.
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Do those responsible have the capacity* to
implement?

Does implementation of this intervention
require support/resources from the broader
coalition? If so, does the coalition have the
capacity to support intervention
implementation?

What indicator* will this intervention impact?
Describe any data and/or research that
demonstrates a need for this intervention, in
your community.

Primary target population*

Number of people impacted annually*

The Village of Manchester has the necessary capacity to organize and execute this park improvement
project, including the contracting of qualified firms to complete the various aspects of the park rebuild.

The Coalition is a partner with the various Manchester service organizations who have expressed interest
in participating in this project. Many Coalition members are also officers of the various service
organizations committed to this project, and thus will be serving dual roles. The Coalition originally
identified this project as an important priority for the 2013-2014 Plan Year because of the large number of
youth and families affected by this healthy activity, and the urgency of the need. As discussed in our 20132014 Plan, this is also an example of a “circle of support” intervention where the 5 Healthy Towns
missions of “Move More” and “Connect with Others” relate well to a larger community need, and the
Coalition and CWF are working with a partnership of at least ten service organizations, plus the various
businesses, foundations and individual donors, to provide a strong base of community support for the
project. This Phase 2 funding request for the 2014-2015 Plan Year continues this concept, to effect a total
refurbishment of the ball diamonds area for use by whole families (those youth playing the game and
those families watching the game).
This intervention addresses HIP BMI results for western Washtenaw which show 39% of children are
overweight/obese, with historic trends increasingly negative, by encouraging active play in organized
youth sports. A lower amount of active play time for western Washtenaw children vs. the county as a
whole per 2010 HIP is also a motivating indicator for encouraging participation in baseball leagues. 2010
MiPHY data also shows a lower percentage of Manchester teens involved in physical activities compared
to the county as a whole. We will also be using 2014 MiPHY data for analysis of trends. The Connect with
Others mission is also benefiting from encouraging this group activity among children and adults, as well
as the corresponding reduction of screen time. Since the ball diamonds are also available for use by adult
teams, the lowering of adult BMI, and an increase in adult physical activity time, are also benefiting in a
secondary manner from this intervention.
Manchester Area Youth Sports typically enrolls 275-325 boys and girls ages 4-14 in organized baseball
and softball teams, from the Village of Manchester and surrounding townships. These games are usually
attended by family members, and a large number of younger children will also benefit from the improved
playground structures.
Besides the approximately 300 children directly involved in the baseball games, their related family
members benefit from the improved facilities and the social connection time created by these events. An
indeterminate number of adult baseball/softball players will also benefit from casual use of the diamonds
through the parks reservation system, as well as a large number of younger children using the adjacent
play structures.
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Criteria
Intervention Specific goals, what do you hope
to accomplish?

Descriptions
Besides the specific health improvements noted above, MAYS will utilize the upgraded facilities work to
promote increased youth sports enrollments. It will also be able to host regional tournaments, with the
objective of drawing people to Manchester, and utilizing these tournament fees and increased concession
stand sales for future maintenance of the facilities.
MAYS enrollment data, reservation counts for private use, tournament attendance data.

Key Evaluation Data*

Provide a detailed evaluation plan. How will
you know this intervention is making the
difference?

If this is a continuing intervention in your
community provide evidence of how the
intervention has been successful, or describe
changes you’re making to improve the
potential for success.

With whom will you collaborate? How will
you collaborate? Other organizations solicited
for financial support (include name, amount
requested, date requested, and amount
promised or received).

When completed, the renovations discussed herein become a permanent part of Kirk Park, under the
jurisdiction and maintenance of the Village of Manchester Parks Commission, and included within Village
budgeting and the 5-Year Parks and Recreation Plan. We will evaluate data from the MAYS program as to
the effectiveness of the upgrades on youth sports participation and development of tournaments.
Phase 1 of the Project was initiated in the Year 2 Plan (2013-2014), and as of March 2014, $94,000 of the
funding has been raised towards a total budget of $98,000 for the baseball diamonds reconstruction. Phase
2 of the Project covers the children’s play area of Kirk Park, and a total of $25,000 in additional funding
has been requested from another foundation, as well as multiple presentations made to community
businesses and organizations towards the $38,000 total budget required for Phase 2.

The Coalition has collaborated with many Manchester community service organizations for fundraising,
including Kiwanis, Lions, Civic Club, Chicken Broil committee, MAYS, Manchester Area Friends, and
Men’s Club, as well as outreach to the businesses in town and individual donations of all kinds (including
families with children in the sports activities). Service club members and others may contribute pro-bono
services and materials, lowering the actual final costs. The Village of Manchester will serve as the
recipient of funding into a dedicated account for this park improvement.
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Criteria

Descriptions
This community service program follows on several prior projects in Manchester that have brought several

groups together, such as improvements in Carr Park and Chi-Bro Park, and the MCS Alumni Field.
Describe any models or best practice
examples of other successful programs similar
to the one you are proposing, if known.
Include citation/s

Provide a detailed sustainability plan for the
intervention and sustainability for any health
improvements resulting from the intervention.

These Kirk Park improvements provide long-term support to the MAYS youth sports programs, with
fitness and connecting program goals the Coalition encourages. Working with MAYS and the Village, the
Coalition will monitor the health statistics of our youth, the long-term use of the park, and how and if park
maintenance can be assisted by funds raised at park baseball events.
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Kirk Park Community Improvement Project – Phase 2
Note: As of March 2014, Phase 1 of the Kirk Park Community Improvement Project has raised $ 94,000 towards the baseball diamond
and related infrastructure elements of this project, with a total cost estimate of $ 98,000. Phase 2 of the Project seeks to raise the
remaining $ 38,000 of the total project cost towards the children’s playground area and related grounds improvements.
•

Purchase and install new play structure(s) in playground adjacent to south ball diamond
with related grounds improvements. Estimates derived from contractor and equipment
catalogues.

Anticipated cost sharing:
•
•

Chelsea-Area Wellness Foundation:
Other foundations, service organizations,
businesses and private donations

$ 7,000
$ 31,000

$ 38,000
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*Definitions for terms in the intervention table are included below.

Manchester Summer Swimming Lessons
 CWF Element* to Impact:

Move More, Connect With Others

 Fiscal Agent*

Manchester Community Schools

 Tax I.D.

38-6028383

 Implementation Contact*

Kelly Ball

 Contact phone and email:

734.428.9711 x 1013; kball@mcs.k12.mi.us

 Date Funding Required:

July, 2014

 Implementation Date:

late June, 2014

 Total Amount Requested from CWF: $5,000
Criteria
Please provide a description of the intervention
program you are proposing.
(what, when, how, where & why)

Descriptions
The Manchester Summer Swimming Program aims to provide youth in the community an opportunity to
learn how to swim. Without a local pool, youth in Manchester have to seek alternative locations for
aqua education.
When Community Education surveyed the community at large, swim lessons received the largest
support, showing a desire from our school district to offer this sort of opportunity.
The requested funds will be used to provide transportation to and from the YMCA in Adrian, help
subsidize the cost of adult supervision, partial enrollment costs for youth participants, and provide
scholarships to low income participants.
This funding will provide opportunities for up to 20 students to participate in two week increments,
running from the end of the school year until the end of August.
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Describe your action plan (steps) for
implementing the intervention, including
timeframe.

Enrollment in swim lessons will begin shortly after Spring Break, starting April 14, 2014.
The school district will be hired to provide transportation both to and from Adrian. Community
Education will provide adult supervision. The YMCA in Adrian is responsible for the classes themselves.
The proposed schedule is for classes to begin shortly after school lets out for summer vacation. The
classes will proceed in two week increments until the end of August.

Who (specifically) will be responsible for what
aspects of intervention implementation?

Kelly Ball is responsible for enrollment and evaluation. She is also responsible for contacting the Director
of Transportation and scheduling adult supervision.

Yes
Do those responsible have the capacity* to
implement?

Does implementation of this intervention require
support/resources from the broader coalition? If
so, does the coalition have the capacity to
support intervention implementation?

What indicator* will this intervention impact?
Describe any data and/or research that
demonstrates a need for this intervention, in your
community.

Manchester Wellness Coalition assistance in marketing and distribution of materials would be
appreciated.

39% of children in WWC are either overweight or obese (2010 HIP)
31% of children in WWC do not get 60+ minutes of exercise 5 or more days per week.
32% of children in WWC spend more than 2 hours per day with electronic engagement devices.

Kindergarten through 6th grade.
Primary target population*
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Criteria

Descriptions

Intervention Specific goals, what do you hope to
accomplish?

The purpose of the intervention is to provide youth with motor activities and educate them about
swimming safety. Manchester is surrounded by many lakes and rivers, and this opportunity will provide
youth education about enjoying swimming safely and responsibly, potentially providing a lifelong
recreation and exercise opportunity.

Key Evaluation Data*

Post activity surveys of parents.
Enrollment numbers.
Number of students that successful complete the course
Kelly Ball is responsible for the evaluation component.

Provide a detailed evaluation plan. How will you
know this intervention is making the difference?

Surveys will be distributed at the end of each two week session and enrollment numbers will be
recorded for each session. Results will be shared with the coalition anytime after completion of the
program, at a regular coalition meeting.

No
If this is a continuing intervention in your
community provide evidence of how the
intervention has been successful, or describe
changes you’re making to improve the potential
for success.

With whom will you collaborate? How will you
collaborate? Other organizations solicited for
financial support (include name, amount
requested, date requested, and amount promised
or received).

Manchester Community Education will solicit financial support from local organizations such as Worth
Repeating and Manchester Community Schools Foundation.
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Criteria

Descriptions

Describe any models or best practice examples of
other successful programs similar to the one you
are proposing, if known. Include citation/s

Swimming produces a wide array of health and social benefits for kids of all ages. It provides children
with a fun aquatic activity that also promotes good health and social development skills. It's an aerobic
form of exercise that also produces advantages for kids with disabilities.
Swimming provides a good source of exercise with minimal chances of bodily injuries common in other
kids' sports, and offers a good source of aerobic exercise without placing added stress or impact on
growing bones and joints. According to KidsFitnessCentral.com, swimming promotes good health,
increases endurance and develops stamina. The long‐term benefits of swimming, according to New‐
Fitness.com, include improving the cardiovascular system by allowing the heart to work less strenuously
through more efficient ways using the body's oxygen.
Taking swimming classes becomes one of the best ways for kids to learn how to swim. According to the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, drowning is ranked as the second leading cause of
unintentional deaths in kids ages 1 to 14.

Provide a detailed sustainability plan for the
intervention and sustainability for any health
improvements resulting from the intervention.

Since this is a first‐time event, we will use the Year Three funding to determine if this program can
succeed long term. Future funding will seek funds from local community sponsors such as Worth
Repeating, Manchester Community Schools Foundation and Kiwanis Crazy Cash.

BUDGET
Transportation

$3,000.00

Adult Supervision

$1,500.00

Scholarships (for families unable to cover
the registration costs)

$500.00

Total Request: $5,000.00
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*Definitions for terms in the intervention table are included below.

Manchester Youth Football
 CWF Element* to Impact:

Move More, Connect with Others

 Fiscal Agent*

Manchester Community Schools

 Tax I.D.

38-6028383

 Implementation Contact*

Wes Gall, Athletic Director, Manchester Community Schools

 Contact phone and email:

wgall@mcs.k12.mi.us; 734.428.7300

 Date Funding Required:

July, 2014

 Implementation Date:

August, 2014

 Total Amount Requested from CWF $10,000
Criteria
Please provide a description of the intervention
program you are proposing.
(what, when, how, where & why)

Descriptions
Manchester Youth Football is starting in Manchester because all youth currently have to go to Clinton,
Chelsea or Tecumseh to participate in youth football. Given this schedule, Middle School students are
excluded due to time constraints. Youth K‐6 will be eligible to participate, for both cheerleading and
flag/contact football. We are seeking funds from the coalition to help secure start‐up dollars for the
first season.
The league will use school district facilities for games and practices. Volunteer parents will be
responsible for coaching. Volunteers are already going through training for concussions, as well as
Glazier training that teaches students safer tackling techniques. Cheerleading will have two adult
coaches as well as two junior coaches. The junior coaches will be varsity cheerleaders to help provide
mentoring.
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Describe your action plan (steps) for
implementing the intervention, including
timeframe.

Monthly meetings have already been conducted since November 2013 to provide interested parents and
youth an opportunity to learn about the sports. Each meeting has an attendance of 30‐40 people.
The handbook and by‐laws have already been drafted, and will be approved at the April 2014 committee
meeting. The committee is made up of four football representatives and a cheerleading representative.
Both documents will then be presented to the membership at large for adoption. Fundraising efforts
began in November 2013 and will continue throughout the life of the program. The league starts in mid‐
August 2014 and continues through the end of October, concluded with an appreciation banquet.

Criteria
Who (specifically) will be responsible for what
aspects of intervention implementation?

Descriptions
The varsity football coach, currently Wes Gall, is responsible for oversight of the program in general. This
includes ensuring the program meets all the requirements for the district.
The cheer director, Amelia Woods, is responsible for the cheerleading component of the activity.
The football director, currently Chad Duffing, is responsible for including training of all coaches, and
ensuring the coaches understand their responsibility.
Jenni Kerns is responsible for fundraising.
Jill Corwin is secretary.
Jennifer Blumenauer is the treasurer.
Laura Jarels is responsible for all registration.

Yes
Do those responsible have the capacity* to
implement?

Does implementation of this intervention require
support/resources from the broader coalition? If
so, does the coalition have the capacity to
support intervention implementation?

What indicator* will this intervention impact?
Describe any data and/or research that
demonstrates a need for this intervention, in your
community.

Aside from the financial component, having a Wellness Coalition presence at the games will be beneficial
in providing coalition information to the parents, players and others attending the games and practices.

32% of youth get 2+ hours of screen time per day
31% of youth do not get 60+ minutes of physical activity 5+ times per week
39% of youth are overweight or obese
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Boys and girls in grades K‐6.
Primary target population*

Number of people impacted annually*

Manchester youth made up approximately 65% of the Clinton Youth Football program. With a change to
Manchester, we expect to get approximately 30 students per grade and an additional 30 girls who are
interested in Cheerleading.

Criteria
Intervention Specific goals, what do you hope to
accomplish?

Key Evaluation Data*

Provide a detailed evaluation plan. How will you
know this intervention is making the difference?

Descriptions
The goal is to allow more students to participate in physical activity, teaching them lifelong skills about
exercise, teamwork and leadership, and giving all Manchester students an opportunity to play.

Participation rates
Pre and post surveys addressing parent and youth happiness

Laura Jarels will be responsible for measuring participation rates to providing that information to the
coalition, and for distribution and tallying of the surveys.
The results will be shared with the coalition in January, 2015.
N/A

If this is a continuing intervention in your
community provide evidence of how the
intervention has been successful, or describe
changes you’re making to improve the potential
for success.
With whom will you collaborate? How will you
collaborate? Other organizations solicited for
financial support (Include name, amount
received, date requested, and amount promised
or received).

Manchester Men’s Club donated $500 to the program.
There will be a Detroit Lions – Manchester Faculty basketball game Friday, May 2nd
The event is expected to raise $13,000‐$15,000 in funds.
Private donations have already exceeded $12,000.
Other donation efforts include a casino bus trip, and raffles.
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Criteria

Descriptions

Describe any models or best practice examples of
other successful programs similar to the one you
are proposing, if known. Include citation/s

Manchester currently has a youth baseball program through Manchester Area Youth Sports (MAYS).
Unfortunately, Manchester does not have a comparable program for youth football, but much of the
program format and preparations invoke facets and requirements of existing youth football programs in
our area, by utilizing the expertise of Mr. Gall and Mr. Duffing.

Provide a detailed sustainability plan for the
intervention and sustainability for any health
improvements resulting from the intervention.

Youth Football Budget
Helmets
Shoulder pads
Pants
Jerseys
Practice Jerseys
Officials
Equipment Balls
Dummies
Paint for lines
Field Markers
Cheerleaders Uniforms
Cheer poms
First aid
Helmet & Shoulder parts
Water equipment
Safety and instruction classes
Storage for Equipment
TOTAL

$16,000
$8,000
$1,600
$2,000
$1,000
$1,800
$800
$2,000
$1,500
$2,000
$2,500
$200
$2,000
$500
$200
$500
$7,000
$49,600

The initial budget will be used to cover initial purchase of equipment such as pads, jerseys, helmets and
training equipment. The program will rely on registration fees and ongoing fundraising to cover
equipment and jersey replacement, and coach training.
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Sources of Funding
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Chelsea-Area Wellness Foundation
Detroit Lions Fundraiser May 2
Manchester Men’s Club
Private Donations to Date
Other fundraisers and donations

$ 10,000
~ $ 14,000
$
500
~ $ 12,000
~ $ 13,100
$ 49,600
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*Definitions for terms in the intervention table are included below.

Safe Routes to School - Year 2
 CWF Element* to Impact:

Move More, Connect with others

 Fiscal Agent*

Manchester Community Schools

 Tax I.D.

38-6028383

 Implementation Contact*

Melanie Woods/Jeff Wallace

 Contact phone and email

mwoods@mcs.k12.mi.us/jwallace@vil-manchester.org

 Date Funding Required:

September, 2014

 Implementation Date:

Ongoing

 Total Amount Requested from CWF

$10,000

Criteria
Please provide a description of the intervention
program you are proposing.
(what, when, how, where & why)

Describe your action plan (steps) for
implementing the intervention, including
timeframe.

Descriptions
Year Two of Manchester’s Safe Routes to School program will focus on two key components.
The first component is working with the SR2S Implementation team and State departments to finalize
and submit a grant application to the Michigan Department of Transportation.
The second component is to build on the non‐motorized transportation successes that have been
obtained in the Year Two comprehensive wellness plan.
Manchester began its Walking Wednesday program in April, 2014. The program takes places every
Wednesday from the beginning of the school year throughout the year, unless weather conditions
dictate a change in the schedule.
A walk or bike to school incentive program, featuring a barcode scanner and incentives for students who
participate, will begin in August, 2014.
Crossing guard training will take place in August, 2014.
The Safe Routes to School Infrastructure grant application is scheduled to be submitted to MDOT in
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September, 2014.
Walk to School Day will take place in October, 2014.
National Bike to School Day takes place in May, 2015.

Who (specifically) will be responsible for what
aspects of intervention implementation?

Ms. Melanie Woods will be responsible for coordinating with MSU to complete the community analysis.
She will work with Jennifer Mayes, Klager Elementary principal, and Shanna Spickard, MS principal, to
keep a SR2S team in Manchester and create an Action Plan for projects and activities. She will also
coordinate projects and activities within the community for children in kindergarten through eighth
grade.

Village Manager Jeff Wallace will coordinate the development of the Michigan Department of
Transportation Safe Routes to School grant.

Do those responsible have the capacity* to
implement?

Yes, Ms. Woods has been working with Manchester’s Safe Routes to School program since the beginning
of the 2013‐14 school year with great success. The Village of Manchester has successfully prepared and
implemented several grant programs with MDOT.
No.

Does implementation of this intervention require
support/resources from the broader coalition? If
so, does the coalition have the capacity to
support intervention implementation?

What indicator* will this intervention impact?
Describe any data and/or research that
demonstrates a need for this intervention, in your
community.

Primary target population*

2 of 5 students in WWC are overweight or obese, up 70% from 2005
39% of children are overweight or obese
Only 7% of our students walk or bike to school regularly.
Only 18% of WWC adults felt there were walking destinations in their neighborhoods, and half of WWC
adults felt there were not pedestrian routes available for walking or bicycling.
The primary target population is Manchester students from Kindergarten through eighth grade.
A secondary population group is community members who will take advantage of proposed
infrastructure improvements.
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Number of people impacted annually*

Intervention Specific goals, what do you hope to
accomplish?

Key Evaluation Data*

Provide a detailed evaluation plan. How will you
know this intervention is making the difference?

If this is a continuing intervention in your
community provide evidence of how the
intervention has been successful, or describe
changes you’re making to improve the potential
for success.

This will be determined during the early stages of the implementation when a survey is conducted to
determine who is walking/biking to school. Potentially could impact 800 students and 1600 + adults.
Currently bus transportation is not provided to students living within the Village limits, and many of
these students are driven to school. A survey at the end of the school year will confirm impacts of the
program.
Promote healthy benefits of walking and biking
Increase the number of children walking and biking to school
Continue building parent and community support for SR2S
Raise awareness about safety hazards on the way to school
Number of grants received from outside sources
Percentage of students who walk and bike to school will be a longer term evaluation measure through
the 2016 Michigan Profile for Healthy Youth (MiPHY)
Number of students who participate in the barcode incentive program

Ms. Woods will be responsible for the distribution and collection of evaluation data.
Manchester Community Schools will be responsible for conducting the 2016 MiPHY

In its first year, the SR2S program had a very successful Walk to School Day with over 80 students – and
over a dozen parents and volunteers – participating.
A Walking Audit was held in conjunction with the Michigan State University SR2S program as well as
results from parent and student surveys.
In addition to establishing the ground work for a major Safe Routes to School grant from the Michigan
Department of Transportation, It is expected that Manchester SR2S will receive $3418.05 from MDOT for
SR2S programming.
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With whom will you collaborate? How will you
collaborate? Other organizations solicited for
financial support (include name, amount
requested, date requested, and amount promised
or received).

Describe any models or best practice examples of
other successful programs similar to the one you
are proposing, if known. Include citation/s

Manchester Community Schools
The Village of Manchester
Washtenaw County Sheriff
Michigan Fitness Foundation
Michigan Department of Transportation
MSU/Wayne State Safe Routes to School team
Local volunteers
Manchester Wellness Coalition
Chelsea‐Area Wellness Foundation
Ann Arbor Bike Touring Society
Aberdeen Bike and Outdoors and Mike Casey

This is a recognized state and federal intervention with strong fiscal backing. The
intervention has proven benefits that can be found at:
http://www.saferoutesinfo.org/sites/default/files/resurces/SRTS%20and%20health_final.pdf.

This is a tested, well‐established program with federal dollars available ($6.5 million in 2011).
Provide a detailed sustainability plan for the
intervention and sustainability for any health
improvements resulting from the intervention.

There is also established training and support with MDOT and Michigan Fitness Foundation. With the
community analysis by STDI from MSU, Manchester should be able to secure significant funding to assist
our program.
They have worked with a number of communities in Michigan on Safe Routes to School initiatives. This
intervention will prepare us for potential grant monies for alternative funding in the future, not only for
the intervention, but also for infrastructure. Manchester Community Schools and the Village of
Manchester are both committed to this program.
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Budget
SR2S Coordinator (Melanie Woods)
Programming

- $7,000
- $3,000
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*Definitions for terms in the intervention table are included below.

Community Garden Collaboration
 CWF Element* to Impact:

Eat Better, Connect with Others

 Fiscal Agent*

Manchester District Library

 Tax I.D.

38-3544714

 Implementation Contact*:

James Miller

 Contact phone and email:

734.428.8045/jmiller@manchesterlibrary.info

 Date Funding Required:

July, 2014

 Implementation Date:

May, 2014 (library will advance any needed funds)

 Total Amount Requested from CWF $ 500
Criteria
Please provide a description of the intervention
program you are proposing.
(what, when, how, where & why)

Descriptions
This intervention is a collaboration among the Manchester Community Garden, Manchester Garden Club
and Manchester District Library to create a presence for garden seeds and healthy foods at MDL.
MDL will feature a seed library that allows patrons to look through various seeds, take them and use
them in their home gardens. The Garden Club has pledged to provide the seeds and the incubator.
MDL will also have two moveable gardens that will grow seasonable herbs outside as much as possible,
moved inside when necessary. The goal is to allow visitors and patrons to select the herbs and use them
for personal cooking.
The requested funds will provide for marketing material and printing costs to maintain the project, as
well as some supplies.
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Describe your action plan (steps) for
implementing the intervention, including
timeframe.

The seed library will be ready to go by the end of April. The moveable gardens will attempt to mirror the
April timeframe and continue through the fall.
The Community Garden and Garden Club will provide the shelving for the seed library, the seeds
themselves, and the two moveable gardens. The Manchester Community Garden, and Manchester
Library staff, will combine to maintain both the seed library and the movable gardens.

Criteria
Who (specifically) will be responsible for what
aspects of intervention implementation?

Descriptions
The Manchester Community Garden, and Manchester Library staff, will combine to maintain both the
seed library and the movable gardens.

Yes
Do those responsible have the capacity* to
implement?

Does implementation of this intervention require
support/resources from the broader coalition? If
so, does the coalition have the capacity to
support intervention implementation?

What indicator* will this intervention impact?
Describe any data and/or research that
demonstrates a need for this intervention, in your
community.

The support from MDL, the Manchester Community Garden and the Manchester Garden Club will be
sufficient to implement this intervention.

63% of WWC adult residents are overweight or obese (HIP)
39% of WWC youth are overweight or obese (HIP)
9% of adults say they do not have enough to eat (HIP)
92% of adults consume less than 5 servings of fruits and veggies per day (HIP)
94% of WWC residents live more than 1 mile from grocery store (HIP)
This intervention will target individuals of all ages

Primary target population*

Number of people impacted annually*

We will use library gate count numbers in the first year to measure the use of the gardens and seed
library. Library staff will also note the number of requests from users for seeds.
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Criteria
Intervention Specific goals, what do you hope to
accomplish?

Descriptions
The intervention has three objectives –
1) To promote healthy eating and education regarding fruits and vegetables.
2) Promote the Manchester Community Garden
3) Promote services the Manchester District Library provides to the community.
The library will evaluate ‐

Key Evaluation Data*

Provide a detailed evaluation plan. How will you
know this intervention is making the difference?

Gate count at the library
Rough amounts of seed and plan distribution to the community
Patron surveys o interest in seed library and herb gardens, comments received from patron users for
changes or improvements in the process
Library Director James Miller and staff will be responsible for distributing, collecting and tallying the
evaluation data. Information from the 2014 season will be shared with the Manchester Wellness
Coalition at the January 2015 Coalition meeting where intervention results are being gathered in
preparation for the Year 4 Plan.

N/A
If this is a continuing intervention in your
community provide evidence of how the
intervention has been successful, or describe
changes you’re making to improve the potential
for success.

With whom will you collaborate? How will you
collaborate? Other organizations solicited for
financial support (include name, amount
requested, date requested, and amount promised
or received).

MDL will collaborate with the Manchester Community Garden and Manchester Garden Club.
They will provide most of the seeds and hardware necessary to implement this intervention.
MDL will provide space, staff assistance and printing and promotion of this intervention.

Individual Intervention Table
Criteria

Descriptions

Describe any models or best practice examples of
other successful programs similar to the one you
are proposing, if known. Include citation/s

Provide a detailed sustainability plan for the
intervention and sustainability for any health
improvements resulting from the intervention.

With the mobile garden racks and seed library storage already purchased, long term sustainability of the
intervention will be limited to replacement of seeds and herbs on a year to year basis. This will be
conducted in partnership with the Manchester Wellness Coalition and current community partners.

2014 Budget
Marketing and Promotional Materials - $ 350
Miscellaneous Supplies - $ 150
TOTAL: $ 500

Individual Intervention Table
*Definitions for terms in the intervention table are included below.

MDL Farmers Market Kiosk
 CWF Element* to Impact:

Eat Better, Connect with others

 Fiscal Agent*

Manchester District Library

 Tax I.D.

38-3544714

 Implementation Contact*:

James Miller

 Contact phone and email:

734.428.8045/jmiller@manchesterlibrary.info

 Date Funding Required:

June 2014

 Implementation Date:

May 8, 2014 (First Farmers Market)

 Total Amount Requested from CWF $ 1,000
Criteria
Please provide a description of the intervention
program you are proposing.
(what, when, how, where & why)

Descriptions
The Farmers Market Library Kiosk will augment the services and products offered at the Farmers Market,
provide marketing assistance for library programs, and help increase sales at the Farmers Market by
increasing education about the produce offered at the market.
The kiosk will provide opportunities for consumers to print recipes featuring the produce offered at the
market, and opportunities to learn about the library and coalition programming and events.
Funding is requested from the Foundation to assist the library in staffing the kiosk. If the kiosk proves to
be a success during 2014, MDL will seek to budget the intervention, will help from the coalition and
other community partners.

Individual Intervention Table
Describe your action plan (steps) for
implementing the intervention, including
timeframe.

Kiosk availability will match the Manchester Farmers Market schedule and begin May 8th. It will run
during the same hours, staffed by MDL personnel and Friends of the MDL volunteers. While staffed,
the kiosk will have a printer where patrons can print recipes featuring some of the produce featured at
the market. The kiosk will also market coalition and library events, and allow patrons to return books.

Criteria

Descriptions
Library staff will be responsible for staffing the kiosk and ensuring it functions properly.

Who (specifically) will be responsible for what
aspects of intervention implementation?
Yes
Do those responsible have the capacity* to
implement?

Does implementation of this intervention require
support/resources from the broader coalition? If
so, does the coalition have the capacity to
support intervention implementation?

The library will seek out volunteers from Friends of the Manchester District Library.
The Manchester Farmers Market will provide the location for the kiosk.
Wi‐Fi will be made possible either by businesses adjacent to the market, or via remote hot spots.

What indicator* will this intervention impact?
Describe any data and/or research that
demonstrates a need for this intervention, in your
community.

63% of WWC adult residents are overweight or obese (HIP)
39% of WWC youth are overweight or obese (HIP)
9% of adults say they do not have enough to eat (HIP)
92% of adults consume less than 5 servings of fruits and veggies per day (HIP)
94% of WWC residents live more than 1 mile from grocery store (HIP)

Primary target population*

The kiosk will target all ages. The Farmers Market has a lot of traffic of all ages. Manchester District
Library also serves a wide range of ages.

Number of people impacted annually*

Farmers Market attendance at the redesigned market in 2013 was estimated at approximately 200
customers per week, and about 800 individuals attended the market one of more times.

Individual Intervention Table
Criteria

Descriptions

Intervention Specific goals, what do you hope to
accomplish?

The primary goal of the intervention is to help vendors sell more of their product, including fruits and
vegetables. By increasing a patron’s knowledge base, they are more likely to purchase more fruits and
vegetables and consume healthier foods. A secondary goal is to increase usage of the library, including
distribution of materials related to wellness and attendance at wellness‐related activities and events.

Key Evaluation Data*

Kiosk usage counts
A usage survey during the first month of the market.
Circulation numbers and gate counts at MDL events.

Provide a detailed evaluation plan. How will you
know this intervention is making the difference?

Library Director James Miller and staff will be responsible for distributing, collecting and tallying the
evaluation data.

N/A
If this is a continuing intervention in your
community provide evidence of how the
intervention has been successful, or describe
changes you’re making to improve the potential
for success.

With whom will you collaborate? How will you
collaborate? Other organizations solicited for
financial support (include name, amount
requested, date requested, and amount promised
or received).

Criteria

Farmers Market Committee and Manchester Wellness Coalition members, other organizations whose
MWC related events will be promoted at the Kiosk (e.g., Manchester Street Festival).

Descriptions

Individual Intervention Table
Describe any models or best practice examples of
other successful programs similar to the one you
are proposing, if known. Include citation/s

Provide a detailed sustainability plan for the
intervention and sustainability for any health
improvements resulting from the intervention.

If the program turns out to be successful, the library will re‐examine current budgets and determine the
best way to financial support the kiosk in future years.

BUDGET

1. Library Staff Funding
$ 700
(Note: the MDL is not open on Thursdays when the Farmers Market is open, hence the need
to supplement staff wages for the kiosk)
2. Miscellaneous supplies
$ 300
TOTAL:

$ 1,000

Individual Intervention Table
*Definitions for terms in the intervention table are included below.

Fuel Up to Play 60 Program– Manchester Middle School
 CWF Element* to Impact

Move More, Eat Better, Connect with Others

 Fiscal Agent*

Manchester Community Schools

 Tax I.D.

38-6028383

 Implementation Contact*

Shanna Spickard, Principal, MMS

 Contact phone and email

734/428-7442 sspickard@mcs.k12.mi.us

 Date Funding Required

2014-2015 School Year

 Implementation Date

August 15, 2014

 Total Amount Requested from CWF $ 2,000
Criteria

Descriptions
Continue to implement FUTP60-based programs at Manchester Middle School, to achieve education

Please provide a description of the
intervention program you are proposing.
(what, when, how, where & why)

goals of better eating and a healthy/active lifestyle in the middle-school population for the 2014-2015
school year. Increase exposure to the general Manchester population through participation at community
events. Fuel Up to Play 60 is the in-school nutrition and physical activity program founded by the
National Dairy Council and the National Football League, based on a mutual commitment to the health of
the next generation. The U.S. Department of Agriculture has joined the effort as well as many businesses
and industry leaders. This comprehensive program focuses on promoting healthier eating and more
physical activity opportunities school-wide.

Individual Intervention Table
Describe your action plan (steps) for
implementing the intervention, including
timeframe.

This intervention utilizes remaining funds from the 2013-2014 plan year, along with additional funds
requested herein and fundraisers conducted by the FUTP60 program, to fund four specific needs at
Manchester Middle School for the current school year:
1. Staff stipend to cover cost of a teacher organizing and directing student activities under FUTP60
during 2014-2015 school year, including “walk the halls”, rallies, Spirit Cup, 7th grade FUTP60
Physical Education class, etc. - $ 400.
2. September 2014 “kickoff event”, consisting of a FUTP60 Expo, healthy food sampling, a student
assembly with giveaways, and organizing efforts - $ 500.
3. Supplies for the March 2015 “Fruits and Vegetable League” – a four week “play” in March
involving the identification, categorizing, learning and consumption of fruits and vegetables
around “themes”, such as color, ethnicity, etc. - $1,300 for food and other supplies.
4. Student design and participation in community FUTP60 outreach events – Spirit Cup event in
March, Manchester Community Schools Early Childhood Extravaganza in April, a Walkathon
event supporting local charity in April or May, and the Manchester Community Business Expo in
June – supplies and giveaways for various contests - $ 400.
This budget also utilizes extra supplies available from the prior year’s budget, for use in this budget year,
as well as fundraiser proceeds.
Students and adults work together to select and implement a series of "plays" that result in long-term
changes in these two important areas. Along the way, students become empowered to lead – by making
healthy decisions, taking action for change and encouraging their friends to do the same.

Who (specifically) will be responsible for
what aspects of intervention implementation?

Do those responsible have the capacity* to
implement?

Shanna Spickard, Principal, MMS, has overall responsibility for intervention implementation. A
MMS teacher (to be identified for 2014-2015) will oversee student input in FUTP60 play
“themes”, conduct and oversee regular student activities and community participation events, and
prepare reports on student accomplishments required under the FUTP60 program.
Yes, the FUTP60 program has been in operation at MMS for four years. The FUTP60 utilizes
nationally-derived programs and models to implement the in-school programs. A kick-off event
at MMS organizes the year’s activities and makes new students aware of the program. Local
support also comes from a major local dairy producer. Details of the program are available at
www.fueluptoplay60.com.

Individual Intervention Table
Does implementation of this intervention
require support/resources from the broader
coalition? If so, does the coalition have the
capacity to support intervention
implementation?

What indicator* will this intervention impact?
Describe any data and/or research that
demonstrates a need for this intervention, in
your community.

Primary target population*

The Coalition and its organization members have supported FUTP60 efforts through
supplemental grants, and via support at public events like the Early Childhood Extravaganza and
the Chamber of Commerce Business Expo. The FUTP60 program generally operates in a selfsufficient mode as a part of the Middle School curriculum.

This program focuses on better eating and a healthy/active lifestyle for school children. The
intervention relates to HIP BMI results for western Washtenaw which show 39% of children are
overweight/obese, with historic trends increasingly negative. A lower amount of active play time
for western Washtenaw children vs. the county as a whole per 2010 HIP is also a motivating
indicator for this intervention. 2010 MiPHY data also shows a lower percentage of Manchester
teens involved in physical activities compared to the county as a whole. 2014 MiPHY data will
also be utilized for this calendar year. The OLWEUS anti-bullying campaign will also be worked
into the FUTP60 activities and data collection. These findings are supported by the National
Dairy Council, the National Football League, and the U.S. Department of Agriculture which have
determined that promotion of healthier eating and more physical activity opportunities should
occur at the school level.

The target population is the entire student enrollment of Manchester Middle School.

Individual Intervention Table
Number of people impacted annually*

Intervention Specific goals, what do you hope
to accomplish?

Key Evaluation Data*

Provide a detailed evaluation plan. How will
you know this intervention is making the
difference?

Enrollment is estimated at 370 students for the 2014-2015 school year. All students participate in
some of the scheduled in-school FUTP60 activities and the “plays”, while others select specific
activities such as “walk the halls” and community activities such as the Business Expo
demonstrations.

Educate students on specific goals of better eating and healthy/active lifestyle, such as fruits and
vegetables consumption, the benefits of regular walking programs, specific physical activities to
improve different muscle types, and the health gains achieved by connecting with others at
events. The broad goals are to educate students on the concept and lowering of BMI, and to
increase the amount of daily/weekly measured physical activity levels for all students.
MMS completes the School Wellness Investigation data reports to measure our success. The
School Wellness Investigation is designed for students to collect information about the current
nutrition and physical activity environment in their school — and identify opportunities to make
it even better. We use this tool as a "before" and "after" measure of our school's progress. The
School Wellness Investigation is also one step needed for funding opportunities available to Fuel
Up to Play 60 schools. Adults can provide guidance and should input results into the School
Wellness Investigation tool, but the students working on Fuel Up to Play 60 should collect the
data. It's a great learning and leadership opportunity!
We also tabulate student participation counts, time spent in activities, and surveys of follow-up
activities such as F&V consumption. Also data collected as part of the FUTP60 national reporting
requirements.
Manchester Middle School files annual reports with the United Dairy Industry of Michigan on
FUTP60 healthy eating and physical activity strategies (name, summary, implementation dates,
number of students impacted and how, outcomes). This assists with determining adjustments to
the program. Students also hold a full FUTP60 school day/Expo with a variety of physical
activities, access to community health organizations, and reporting through the FUTP60 website.
A “School Wellness Investigation” report is also filed with the FUTP60 organization with
composite scoring of nutrition services, physical education/activity, and family/community
numerical criteria, along with an overall “score card”. From these, we determine which activities
are working well and which need improvements.

Individual Intervention Table
If this is a continuing intervention in your
community provide evidence of how the
intervention has been successful, or describe
changes you’re making to improve the
potential for success.

With whom will you collaborate? How will
you collaborate? Other organizations solicited
for financial support (include name, amount
requested, date requested, and amount
promised or received).

Students and adults work together to select and implement a series of "plays" that result in longterm changes in the goals of eating better and healthy exercise. Along the way, students become
empowered to lead – by making healthy decisions, taking action for change and encouraging their
friends to do the same. We measure success by the ingenuity students demonstrate in defining the
FUTP60 “plays” and then their subsequent development of leadership skills. We measure the
degree to which students participate in the various activities after the Kickoff events, such as
“walk the hall” counts.
FUTP60 collaborates directly with a local Dairy Council representative who provides suggestions for
FUTP60 programs, with local charities in fundraising events where students participate, and with the
Manchester Community Schools Foundation and local service organizations who have provided
supplemental funding and on-site support. We will continue these collaborative activities, such as a
community Walkathon fundraiser event in May to support vision/diabetes needs which impacts a student
in our school.
We have also received financial support from the Manchester Community Schools Foundation and a
spring walk-a-thon event held in conjunction with the Kiwanis Club of Manchester. We envision future
support from community organizations such as Worth Repeating and the Kiwanis Crazy Cash event. We
expect approximately $ 500 in additional funding from student-participation fundraisers. Amounts from
other organizations will be determined as we plan for other funding in coming years to replace CWF
funding.

Describe any models or best practice
examples of other successful programs similar
to the one you are proposing, if known.
Include citation/s

Provide a detailed sustainability plan for the
intervention and sustainability for any health
improvements resulting from the intervention.

The design of FUTP60 is based on the nationally-recognized program, which received
development support from several national sources (Reference: http://www.fueluptoplay60.com).
For the first three years of the program, we had selected students attend an annual kick-off event
at Ford Field in Detroit in September, which helped us share program successes and ideas among
FUTP60 participants.

Our sustainability revolves around the continuous cycling of students through the school, and the
introduction of FUTP60 activities to new groups. We believe we have several local and regional
funding sources available to us in addition to the CWF, including the Manchester service
organizations which support youth, the Schools Foundation, Worth Repeating, and local activity
fundraisers which will provide a share of their proceeds to our program. Student interest remains
high in this program and we feel we can continue to sustain this health initiative at Manchester
Middle School.

Individual Intervention Table

2014-2015 School Year Budget
1. Staff stipend to cover cost of a teacher organizing and directing student activities under FUTP60 during 2014-2015 school year, including “walk the
halls”, rallies, Spirit Cup, etc. - $ 400.
2. September 2014 “kickoff event”, consisting of a FUTP60 Expo, healthy food sampling, a student assembly with giveaways, and organizing efforts $ 500.
3. Supplies for the March 2015 “Fruits and Vegetable League” – a four week “play” in March involving the identification, categorizing, learning and
consumption of fruits and vegetables around “themes”, such as color, ethnicity, etc. - $1,300 for food and other supplies.
4. Student design and participation in community FUTP60 outreach events – Spirit Cup event in March, Manchester Community Schools Early
Childhood Extravaganza in April, a Walkathon event supporting local charity in April or May, and the Manchester Community Business Expo in June
– supplies and giveaways for various contests - $ 400.
Budget reflects some carryover of supplies from 2013-2014 year which will be used in 2014-2015.

Total Budget Required: $ 2,600
Estimated Carryover Funds from 2013-2014 Plan Year Budget and from Fundraisers (e.g. Spirit Cup, Walkathon):
New Funding Request for 2014-2015 Plan Year: $ 2,000

$ 600

Individual Intervention Table
*Definitions for terms in the intervention table are included below.

~ Community and School Gardens ~
 CWF Element* to Impact: Eat Better, Move More, Connect with Others
 Fiscal Agent*: Manchester Community Schools
 Tax I.D.__________________________________________________________
 Implementation Contact*: Ruth VanBogelen
 Contact phone and email: Ruth.vanbogelen@gmail.com, 734-323-4640
 Date Funding Required: Fall 2014
 Implementation Date: Spring 2015
 Total Amount Requested from CWF: $7,470
Criteria
Please provide a description of the
intervention program you are proposing.
(what, when, how, where & why)

Descriptions
This project has two major components:
1. Community Gardens plots available for Manchester residents to rent for the growing season.
Different size plots are available. The garden typically opens around Memorial Day and goes
through mid October. Gardeners are responsible for all their own planting and weeding.
Watering is done with automated timers as a group. The community garden has 2 large areas (80
x 45 feet) which are divided into 20x20 or 10x10 plots plus there are 6 4x4 raised beds and 2
extra high raised beds for those with physical limitations (4x8).
2. School Gardens. The focus here is on pre-school and elementary school students (ages 1 –
11).
 At the Pre-school, indoor gardening starts in mid to late March, volunteers go into
classrooms and talk about gardening and provide many opportunities for the students to
practice planting. Students keep the gardens watered. In late May, the outdoor garden is

Individual Intervention Table

Describe your action plan (steps) for
implementing the intervention, including
timeframe.

planted. Students and staff take home extra plants for their home gardens. Produce from
the garden is used for snacks and lunch during the summer months to promote healthy
eating. All watering is done by the students in the summer months. Students and staff do
all the harvesting.
 Elementary school gardening. This program starts in May, volunteers provide a
gardening class for students and then classrooms participate (Teachers option) by helping
prepare the Klager tasting garden and parts of the Community garden. Seeds are planted
each week at the Klager Garden, then after Memorial Day, there is a planting day when
students help plant a section (four 20x20 plots) at the Community Garden. Once School
is out, the Summer Kids Camp adopts the gardens. The students plan their Monday
Farmers Market (which is advertised by the Manchester Farmers Market Committee)
which is held on Mondays during July and August. Students sell produce that they have
grown (weeded, pick, washed, etc.) and use the funds to purchase equipment for physical
activity (ball, etc.). Once school starts, the garden committee picks the produce from the
community garden plots the students used and the produce goes to the food pantry.
Klager students harvest produce from the Klager Garden once school is in session.
In 2015, we have plans to install a water line that will replace the 600+ ft of hose that is currently
the way the garden is watered. A water meter would also be installed so that the project would
pay for its own water use. This line would be installed in May or June.
January – garden committee begins to meet for the year
February – garden application is revised and printed
March – indoor garden starts at Early Childhood Center (MECC), garden application rec’d
May – outdoor gardening at Klager starts, Community Garden is prepared and opens mid to late
May
June – Summer Kids Camp garden starts
July – Summer Kids Camp Farmers Market starts
August – Summer Kids Camp Farmers Market continues
October – mid October the community garden closes

Criteria
Who (specifically) will be responsible for

Descriptions
There is a Garden Committee; Ruth VanBogelen, Mark VanBogelen, Andy Supers, Jennifer
Fairfield, Char Major, Libby Beaudoin, Sara Swanson and Kim Baier. This group makes all

Individual Intervention Table
what aspects of intervention implementation?

plans for the garden and are the major volunteers for the programs.
Manchester Ladies Society is the garden maintenance group. This non-profit group does the
fence checks, watering checks, mows and does other clean up/beautification around the garden.
Yes

Do those responsible have the capacity* to
implement?
No
Does implementation of this intervention
require support/resources from the broader
coalition? If so, does the coalition have the
capacity to support intervention
implementation?

What indicator* will this intervention impact?
Describe any data and/or research that
demonstrates a need for this intervention, in
your community.

Only 8% of adults eat the recommended 5 servings of fruits and vegetables per day
63% of adults and 39% of youth are overweight or obese.

All ages in the Manchester area including students in the toddler to 6th grade.
Primary target population*
Around 375
Number of people impacted annually*

Criteria

Descriptions

Intervention Specific goals, what do you hope
to accomplish?

1. Eat more fruits and Vegetables;
2. Education: teach and provide the opportunity for youth to know where their food comes from,
how to grow and harvest produce, opportunity to taste and eat what they grow.
3. Connect with others – connect gardeners through Weeding Saturday Time (gardeners find

Individual Intervention Table
Key Evaluation Data*

Provide a detailed evaluation plan. How will
you know this intervention is making the
difference?

If this is a continuing intervention in your
community provide evidence of how the
intervention has been successful, or describe
changes you’re making to improve the
potential for success.

With whom will you collaborate? How will
you collaborate? Other organizations solicited
for financial support (include name, amount
requested, date requested, and amount
promised or received).

Criteria

weeding more enjoyable when there are other gardeners to talk to)
4. Move more – gardening is a very good form of exercise.
Number of participants of the community garden including returning participants and new
participants. Are all plots rented?
Number of students at MECC and Klager involved in the garden
Pounds of produce harvested by the students at Klager and the Community Garden
Use of produce at MECC for snacks and lunch
Dollars donated at the Summer Kids Camp Farmers Market
 Monitor the number of people who return as gardeners each year
 Ask community gardeners to provide feedback throughout the growing season
 School gardens.
o Monitor if the produce from the gardens is being used for snacks and meals, monitor
that staff supports that the kids are harvesting produce from the garden
o How many classes participate in the garden project
o How many farmers market the Summer Kids Camp holds, are the students willing to
run this project
o Monitor that Summer Kids Camp students are eating produce during camp, taking
produce home.
All plots in the Community Garden were rented last year.
Summer Kids Camp farmers market average $80 of donations per week with great feedback from
customers that the students had advice for them about how to use the produce.
MECC – staff used the produce for snacks and lunches all summer, reported that watering the
garden was the favorite activity on the playground. Report that the strawberries never made it
inside for snacks – because the kids learned to look everyday for red ones.
Manchester Community Schools, Manchester Community Education – Manchester Early
Childhood Center (MECC), Manchester District Library, Manchester Farmers Market,
Community Resource Center.

Descriptions

Individual Intervention Table
Describe any models or best practice
examples of other successful programs similar
to the one you are proposing, if known.
Include citation/s

Provide a detailed sustainability plan for the
intervention and sustainability for any health
improvements resulting from the intervention.

Community and school gardens are promoted by most national and state governments as a best
practice to promote healthy eating.

In spring of 2014, the Community Garden has partnered with True Value to run a fundraiser.
True Value will ask customers to donate $1. This will done for 6-8 weeks (May – June). We
hope this fundraiser will help support the garden in 2015
We continue to submit grants as they come up, but our experience has been that for these national
level grants, the organizations receive thousands of applications and only funds a few.
Once the waterline is in, the water bill will be billed separately from the school and thus, the
funds raised from garden plots + fundraising should allow the garden project to be self sustaining.

Garden Budget Expenses:
Garden Supplies
$ 250
Garden Infrastructure
$5720

Garden Consumables
Garden Preparation
Garden Contractor

$250
$500
$750

hoses, sprinklers, mulch, fencing, etc
Contractor to detect power lines for trenching $1500, Contractor for trenching and installation of water
line and meter $3470, water meter and other supplies, $500
Miscellaneous lumbar, etc. for repair of posts, raised beds, etc. $250
Seeds, pots, tools, etc. Mostly for school programs
Tilling soil and hauling compost
Daily monitoring of fence and water system, mowing, keep garden area well maintained. Assist with set
up of gardens in the spring. Approximately 130 days the garden is monitored – time varies from minutes
to an hour or more. . Contractor is a local non-profit group, Manchester Ladies Society which uses the
funds for their projects.

Individual Intervention Table
*Definitions for terms in the intervention table are included below.

Manchester Community Composting
 CWF Element* to Impact:

Eat Better

 Fiscal Agent*

Manchester Community Resource Center

 Tax I.D.

38-2792399

 Implementation Contact*

Laura Seyfried, Marie Beaudoin

 Contact phone and email:

734-428-7722, manchestercrc@sbcglobal.net

 Date Funding Required:

June, 2014

 Implementation Date

June, 2014

 Total Amount Requested from CWF $1,200.00
Criteria
Please provide a description of the intervention
program you are proposing.
(what, when, how, where & why)

Descriptions
The purpose of the project is to educate the community about composted materials, as well as providing
a drop off and pick up location for composted materials. Individuals will be able to pick up composted
materials for their home garden. The pre‐school garden will also have access to the compost since the
composting site is located on the same grounds.
CRC volunteers will be responsible for installation of the composting site. Installation will take place in
June and the volunteers will help maintain the compost site. The composting will be the Ackerson
School Administration Building.

Individual Intervention Table
Describe your action plan (steps) for
implementing the intervention, including
timeframe.

The tumbler and compost bin would be purchased, and construction of the holding units would be taken
care of, in June. A week after construction, educational signs would be posted on the site. Volunteers
are responsible for the installation of the center.
The compost center will be promoted at the Manchester Business Expo on June 5th, the Manchester
Street Festival August 2nd and at the Manchester Farmers Market.

Criteria
Who (specifically) will be responsible for what
aspects of intervention implementation?

Descriptions
Marie Beaudoin will be responsible for purchasing, installation and maintenance of the composting
center.
The CRC will be responsible for education and marketing regarding use of the center.
The CRC will also be the connection point if people have questions about the composting center.
Yes

Do those responsible have the capacity* to
implement?

Does implementation of this intervention require
support/resources from the broader coalition? If
so, does the coalition have the capacity to
support intervention implementation?

What indicator* will this intervention impact?
Describe any data and/or research that
demonstrates a need for this intervention, in your
community.

Support from the Manchester Community Garden and Manchester Garden Club will allow the coalition
to market the intervention to the greater community.
The Manchester Farmers Market will donate space to the CRC so they can educate patrons about the
compost site.

39% of youth are overweight or obese – promotes gardening, growing and consumption of healthy fruits
and vegetables.

The compost site will be used from pre‐school students up to older adults.
Primary target population*

Individual Intervention Table
Number of people impacted annually*

Intervention Specific goals, what do you hope to
accomplish?

Approximate counts for year 1:
PRESCHOOL NUMBER‐40 students
PLOTS AT THE COMMUNITY GARDEN‐24 plots with 75 participants
Community members WHO WILL USE‐15
CRC households impacted ‐ 35

We hope to teach people how to compost so individuals can get the skills to use the materials and their
use regardless of where the individual lives.
Promote organic and sustainable growing practices.

Key Evaluation Data*

The amount of materials brought to the compost site
The number of families using the site
End of season survey

Provide a detailed evaluation plan. How will you
know this intervention is making the difference?

Every week volunteers will examine the sites and determine how much material has been put in the site.
Laura Seyfried will conduct the end of season survey.
The composting committee will report the results back to the Wellness Coalition in October or
November, 2014.

N/A
If this is a continuing intervention in your
community provide evidence of how the
intervention has been successful, or describe
changes you’re making to improve the potential
for success.

With whom will you collaborate? How will you
collaborate? Other organizations solicited for
financial support (include name, amount
requested, date requested, and amount promised
or received).

Manchester Community Schools will provide the location for the composting site.
The Community Resource Center will donate the printed materials that educate about the site.

Individual Intervention Table

Criteria

Describe any models or best practice examples of
other successful programs similar to the one you
are proposing, if known. Include citation/s
Provide a detailed sustainability plan for the
intervention and sustainability for any health
improvements resulting from the intervention.

Descriptions
Ypsilanti has a similar program where residents can bring materials to the composting site, turn the
composter, and take materials as needed.

Other than maintenance of the site and potential expansion in future years, additional support from the
coalition should not be required.

Manchester Community Composting
Table 1--Proposed budget to establish a community composter
Item
Composting Tumbler
Untreated wood to construct
holding units

Price
600
6ftx2inx6in (9)
9ftx2inx6in (6)
4ftx4inx6in (10)

40
35
70
275
35
60
85

Total

$1,200

Food Compost Bin
Sign Posts
Natural staining oil for wood
Other building materials

Individual Intervention Table
*Definitions for terms in the intervention table are included below.

Manchester Eat Better Placemats
 CWF Element* to Impact:

Eat Better; Connect with Others

 Fiscal Agent*

Manchester Community Resource Center

 Tax I.D.

38-2792399

 Implementation Contact*

Laura Seyfried (awaiting commitment of champion(s))

 Contact phone and email:

734-428-7722, manchestercrc@sbcglobal.net

 Date Funding Required:

September 2014

 Implementation Date

September 2014

 Total Amount Requested from CWF $1000.00
Criteria
Please provide a description of the intervention
program you are proposing.
(what, when, how, where & why)

Descriptions
The object of this intervention is to use Eat Better placemats as a way to educate the community about
eating better, and to engage our local restaurants to encourage healthier eating. The placemats will also
feature a calendar of coalition events.
If a restaurant agrees to include healthier food specials for inclusion on the placemats, they will receive
special Manchester portion plates on which they can serve their items.
We’ve identified Frank’s Place, Linda’s Diner, the Coffee Mill and Kellie’s as four Manchester area
restaurants with whom the coalition can partner.

Individual Intervention Table
Describe your action plan (steps) for
implementing the intervention, including
timeframe.

Placemats will be printed in early September 2014 and distributed by Coalition volunteers to partnering
restaurants. The placemats will be updated on a seasonal basis to ensure the calendar of events and
featured information is up to date.

Criteria
Who (specifically) will be responsible for what
aspects of intervention implementation?

Descriptions
Laura Seyfried will be responsible for creating and updating the placemats. She will also be responsible
for printing the materials.
Coalition volunteers will be responsible for distribution of the placemats.
Yes

Do those responsible have the capacity* to
implement?
No additional support is required.
Does implementation of this intervention require
support/resources from the broader coalition? If
so, does the coalition have the capacity to
support intervention implementation?

What indicator* will this intervention impact?
Describe any data and/or research that
demonstrates a need for this intervention, in your
community.

Primary target population*

39% of WWC youth are overweight or obese
63% of WWC adults are overweight or obese
Only 8% of WWC residents eat the recommended 5 servings of fruits and vegetables per day.

Given the demographics in Manchester, diners during the school year will most likely be adults and older
adults. However the information featured on the placemats will be useful for all ages.
Will collect estimated numbers of restaurant patrons at each establishment.

Number of people impacted annually*

Individual Intervention Table

Criteria
Intervention Specific goals, what do you hope to
accomplish?

Descriptions
This intervention will allow the coalition to educate local restaurant patrons about healthier food options
when dining out. By having a constant presence in these restaurants, the coalition hopes to increase the
number of fruits and vegetables consumed by customers. The dialogue will also encourage restaurants
to offer healthier options on a daily basis. The placemats will also increase general public awareness of
the coalition activities, events and interventions.

Key Evaluation Data*

Customer Feedback
Number of ‘healthy plate’ dining purchases over the course of the program.

Provide a detailed evaluation plan. How will you
know this intervention is making the difference?

Laura Seyfried will be responsible for collecting the information from participating restaurants and
tallying it for coalition usage. The information will be reviewed every 4 months to determine if the
intervention is being effective. Yearly results will be shared with the coalition in September 2015.

N/A
If this is a continuing intervention in your
community provide evidence of how the
intervention has been successful, or describe
changes you’re making to improve the potential
for success.
We do not plan to solicit support from other community organizations.
With whom will you collaborate? How will you
collaborate? Other organizations solicited for
financial support (include name, amount
requested, date requested, and amount promised
or received).

Individual Intervention Table
Criteria

Describe any models or best practice examples of
other successful programs similar to the one you
are proposing, if known. Include citation/s

Provide a detailed sustainability plan for the
intervention and sustainability for any health
improvements resulting from the intervention.

Descriptions
We do not know of any specific best practices for this type of project but we do know that when diners
are waiting for their food, they will look at the information on the placemat in front of them. By including
a local calendar of upcoming Wellness Coalition affiliated community events as well as healthier eating
information, diners who live, work and/or play in the area will possibly feel a more direct connection
with the presented information, and may be more likely to take interest in the “healthier eating” menu
options and topics. The placemat will office another MWC connection point in the community.
Placemats will feature advertising slots that businesses can purchase. By selling these advertising slots,
the placemats could be made self sustaining.

BUDGET
$1,000 – printing of placemats
$500 – in-kind donations of volunteer time
$1,500 - total budget

Individual Intervention Table
*Definitions for terms in the intervention table are included below.

Farmers Market
 CWF Element* to Impact:

Eat Better, Connect with Others

 Fiscal Agent*:

Village of Manchester

 Tax I.D.:

38-6004707

 Implementation Contact*:

Ruth VanBogelen

 Contact phone and email:

ruth.vanbogelen@gmail.com; 734-428-7872, 734-323-4640

 Date Funding Required:

July 1, 2014

 Implementation Date:

May 8, 2014

 Total Amount Requested from CWF : $8,000
Criteria
Please provide a description of the
intervention program you are proposing.
(what, when, how, where & why)

Descriptions
The Manchester Farmers Market had a large increase last year in the number of vendors (average
18) and customers (total gross sales almost $38,000). This year, we want to see about a 10%
increase in both measurements.
Markets will be Thursdays from May 8 – October 9th this year.
The Farmers Market Committee has intentionally kept most aspects of the market plan the same
as last year:
• Paid Market Manager to provide consistency in operation of the market.
• Incentives for customers will be distribution of $1 coupons
• Incentives for vendors will be purchasing produce for the food pantry to help the vendors
sell their produce, and reimbursement of vendor fee if they attend 80% or more of the
markets

Individual Intervention Table
Three major changes this year will be:
• Marketing – the committee has developed a more aggressive marketing plan with
banners, flags, new website, and newspaper advertising. We will continue the weekly
email blast to let customers know what will be at the market. The Manchester Mirror will
also post this email at their site for broader distribution of the information. Last year, the
Manchester Enterprise wrote 4 articles about the Farmers Market and we hope they will
continue to support the market
• 5H marketing – the farmers markets from Chelsea, Dexter, Stockbridge, Grass Lake and
Manchester have developed a flyer to advertise all markets, and they will have a monthly
shared newsletter. The market group meets most months from September – April.
• Events coordination with the Manchester District Library – the Library is also submitting
an intervention to staff events at the Farmers Market. The 3rd partner for events is the
Community and School Garden Committee. There will likely also be connections with
the Manchester Wellness Center and Walking Programs.
January 2014 – send applications to vendors, get approval from the Village to close Adrian St.,
finalize 5 year plan document
February 2014 – finalize marketing plan and get necessary approval for banners and flags from
the Village
March 2014 – work on Events Schedule with Library and Community Garden groups
April 2014 – hire Market Manager (contract)
May 8th – Oct 9th – operate the weekly market
Oct – Nov – wrap up and prepare reports

Describe your action plan (steps) for
implementing the intervention, including
timeframe.

Criteria

Descriptions
•

Who (specifically) will be responsible for
what aspects of intervention implementation?
•
•

The Farmers Market Committee develops the strategy and all plans for the market. This
committee also volunteers a significant amount of time on market days to assist the market
manager as needed.
The Market Manager is responsible for opening and closing the market, and for all aspects of
operating the market. A detailed Market Manager job description is available upon request.
The Village of Manchester is the fiscal agent. All monies, receipts and coupons collected at
the market are submitted to the Village. The Village makes all deposits and writes checks.

Individual Intervention Table
Yes
Do those responsible have the capacity* to
implement?
No
Does implementation of this intervention
require support/resources from the broader
coalition? If so, does the coalition have the
capacity to support intervention
implementation?

What indicator* will this intervention impact?
Describe any data and/or research that
demonstrates a need for this intervention, in
your community.

Only 8% of Western Washtenaw residents eat the recommended 5 servings of fruits and
vegetables per day.
63% of adults and 39% of youth are overweight or obese.

Primary target population*

Primary Manchester residents, all ages
Village population is 2100, Manchester area population is about 9,000

Number of people impacted annually*

Estimate 800 individuals or more attend the market one or more times. Roughly 200 customers
per week, many repeat customers.

Criteria

Descriptions

Intervention Specific goals, what do you hope
to accomplish?

Provide Manchester Residents with fresh local produce once a week.
Provide a weekly event in Manchester on Thursday nights. From feedback last year, we know
the social aspect of the market is important not just to customers, but also for vendors. Last year
we found that many individuals spend more than 30 minutes at the market because they socialize

Individual Intervention Table
Key Evaluation Data*

Provide a detailed evaluation plan. How will
you know this intervention is making the
difference?

If this is a continuing intervention in your
community provide evidence of how the
intervention has been successful, or describe
changes you’re making to improve the
potential for success.

With whom will you collaborate? How will
you collaborate? Other organizations solicited
for financial support (include name, amount
requested, date requested, and amount
promised or received).

with friends and family they meet at the market
1. Number of vendors per week
2. Gross sales of vendors per week
3. Foot traffic capture for 10 minutes at least 2 times during the market, at least twice a month.
4. Number of people signing up for the Farmers Market email blast
1. The 5 year goals for the market are to average 20-24 vendors per week over the entire season
and to have gross sales that average $150 per vendor per week. We do not ask vendors to provide
their name associated with their sales so we are not able to differentiate between dollars spent on
fruits and vegetables versus other items at the market. However, we know that our produce
vendors have the biggest total sales per day.
2. Survey data is important, but only captures a few viewpoints.
3. From watching the market last year, we know that the customer bases varies greatly over the 4
hour period so intermittent foot traffic counts give an approximation, but is not very accurate.
4. Last year, we got back 98% of the customer coupons we distributed. This is an important
matrix to know if this strategy is effective in bringing people to the market. This year, we will
again monitor the return of coupons. These coupons are distributed at different locations. The
coupons are numbers so we can monitor how long customers hold the coupons before they are
spent at the market.
The Market showed a tremendous increase last year over previous years in both the number of
vendors and the number of customers. Feedback from both residents and from vendors was that
this was a very good market.
If the market is successful this year, the vendor fees will go up next year which will decrease our
dependence on grant funding.
We think the addition of more events, which will be done primarily with the Library, will bring
even more customers to the market.
Village – serving as the fiscal agent is very important for the market. The Village is very
supportive of the Farmers Market but does not provide financial support.
Community Resource Center – mutually beneficial. The CRC distributes coupons to their food
pantry customers to use at the Farmers Market – thus providing access for low income families.
This is importance because the Market does not have funds to run the SNAP, Double up Food
bucks and other similar programs for low income. The market includes in their budget funds to
buy produce each week for the food pantry so that fresh local produce is available at the pantry
which is open Monday – Friday.
Library – collaboration on events for the markets

Individual Intervention Table
Community and School Gardens – also collaboration on events for the markets
Wellness Center and Walking programs – organizing walks that start at the market
Gazebo Concerts – concerts are held on the same day of the week at 7:30 pm and the concert
promotes the market and visa versa
5H farmers Market Group – so many good ideas are shared at these monthly meetings and all
markets benefit

Criteria
Describe any models or best practice
examples of other successful programs similar
to the one you are proposing, if known.
Include citation/s

Provide a detailed sustainability plan for the
intervention and sustainability for any health
improvements resulting from the intervention.

Descriptions
Farmers Markets are considered a Best Practice and are highly recommended at the National,
State and local level.

The 5 year plan for the Farmers Market is to be self sustaining by 2018 meaning that vendor fees
provide the funds necessary to pay the market manager and to do advertising for the market.
Between 2014 and 2018, we expect to decrease the amount of funding request to the Wellness
Coalition
If the Village’s plans for the Riverfront Park development goes forward, the Farmer Market
Committee will apply for grants to help with construction costs for the pavilion which is planned
for that space.

Individual Intervention Table
Description
Chelsea Wellness Foundation
Vendor fees collected
Coupons, produce purchases &
customer coupons
Market Manager
Advertising & events
Misc including MIFMA membership
Reimbursement to vendors
* Estimated

Income
$8000
$2150*

Starting balance for Cash on Hand, January 2014 = $4378
Projected ending balance for Cash on Hand, December 2014 = $2996

Expense

$3450*
$3450*
$3125*
$305*
$1200*

Individual Intervention Table
*Definitions for terms in the intervention table are included below.

Healthy Chefs
 CWF Element* to Impact:

Eat Better, Connect with Others

 Fiscal Agent:

Manchester Community Schools

 Tax I.D.:

38-6028383

 Implementation Contact*

Kevin Mowrer and Kelly Ball

 Contact phone and email

kmowrer@mcs.k12.mi,us, 734/428-7333

 Date Funding Required:

August 2014

 Implementation Date:

September 2014

 Total Amount Requested from CWF

$10,800

Criteria
Please provide a description of the intervention
program you are proposing.
(what, when, how, where & why)

Descriptions
Healthy eating patterns in childhood and adolescence promote optimal childhood health, growth, and
intellectual development; prevent immediate health problems, such as iron deficiency anemia, obesity,
eating disorders, and dental caries; and may prevent long‐term health problems, such as coronary heart
disease, cancer, and stroke. School health programs can help children and adolescents attain full
educational potential and good health by providing them with the skills, social support, and
environmental reinforcement they need to adopt long‐term, healthy eating behaviors. Therefore, our
primary goal is for all students to be actively involved in an activity after school, form healthy
relationships, and make good choices in terms of nutrition.
Donna Clark will organize and run the ongoing High School Healthy Chefs program. Recipes are
nutritional but also attractive to the high school students. Students also prepare food for some
community events.

Individual Intervention Table
The Healthy Chef Klager Edition will allow Chef Nick Ringe to work collaboratively with the staff of
Manchester Kids Club to teach students how to prepare snacks and meals, providing a healthy
alternative to consuming fast food and unhealthy processed packaged snacks.

Describe your action plan (steps) for
implementing the intervention, including
timeframe.

September: Kevin Mowrer and Kelly Ball include these programs in the advertising/announcements to
students and parents to enroll participants.
October – May: Donna Clark and Nick Ringe organize and run the program.
The High School Program is an after school program taught by a retired life skills teacher, Donna Clark.
Students meet once a week for 10 weeks in the fall and 10 weeks in the winter spring to cook. Instructor
plans the menu and purchases food, and students prepare the food, taste and take food home to
families.
The Elementary school program is a once a month program held on delayed school start mornings. As
part of the before school care, Chef Nick Ringe prepares a breakfast menu, purchases food and instructs
students on preparation of the breakfast. Students eat what they prepare. All recipes are nutritious.
New next fall, the HS Healthy Chefs will prepare dinner for a Senior Lunch program.
Students also participate in cooking competitions – in 2013 we were 1 of 8 schools chosen for the
competition.

Criteria
Who (specifically) will be responsible for what
aspects of intervention implementation?

Descriptions
Kevin Mowrer – organization of the high school program
Donna Clark – operation of the high school program
Diane Rickert – food procurement and aid for HS program.
Kelly Ball – organization of the Klager program
Nick Ringe – operation of the Klager program.
Yes

Do those responsible have the capacity* to
implement?

Individual Intervention Table
No
Does implementation of this intervention require
support/resources from the broader coalition? If
so, does the coalition have the capacity to
support intervention implementation?

What indicator* will this intervention impact?
Describe any data and/or research that
demonstrates a need for this intervention, in your
community.

Primary target population*

Number of people impacted annually*

Children in WWC only eat 3.9 servings of fruits and vegetables daily (2010 HIP)
39% of children in WWC are overweight or obese (2010 HIP)

9‐12th grade students
K‐6th grade students (note – middle students can also attend the before care program at Klager)
~40 high school students have participated in the program in 2012‐13
~ 40 students attend the program at Klager in 2012‐13
Particularly with the high school program, other family members are also impacted because students
take food home. Parent feedback has been very positive and includes feedback: 1) that students cook
more at home, 2) parents want the recipes to repeat at home.
HS students cooked for the ~ 40 people attending the MWC Expo event, and the Quinoa sliders were
wonderful. HS and the Klager students prepare snacks for the MECC Extravaganza attended by about 100
people.

Criteria
Intervention Specific goals, what do you hope to
accomplish?

Key Evaluation Data*

Descriptions
1. Teach students that slow food (homemade) is really good
2. Teach students to prepare nutritious food on their own or with minimal required supervision.

Pre and post surveys from students
Pre and post surveys from adults

Individual Intervention Table
The surveys for Klager are compiled by Kelly and Chef Nick and distributed at the first Healthy Chef
event. The post surveys are distributed and collected at the final event and compared to the pre‐survey

Provide a detailed evaluation plan. How will you
know this intervention is making the difference?

For the 2013‐14 Healthy Chefs, the program has averaged 21 participants per month.
If this is a continuing intervention in your
community provide evidence of how the
intervention has been successful, or describe
changes you’re making to improve the potential
for success.

The first indication of success for Healthy Chefs are the results of the parents and student surveys –
84% of student respondents say share the recipes with their family, and 60% actively use the recipes at
home.
Over half of the parents believe Healthy Chefs have had a positive impact on their child’s food choices

With whom will you collaborate? How will you
collaborate? Other organizations solicited for
financial support (include name, amount
requested, date requested, and amount promised
or received).

Criteria

Describe any models or best practice
examples of other successful programs similar
to the one you are proposing, if known.
Include citation/s

Provide a detailed sustainability plan for the
intervention and sustainability for any health
improvements resulting from the
intervention.

Currently none.
Considerations are:
Local groups: Kiwanis (Crazy Cash grant), Chicken Broil Committee, Worth Repeating, Manchester Area
Friends.

Descriptions
Link to site with overview of publication stating the results of a study about cooking with kids.
http://www.philly.com/philly/health/fitness/HealthDay658691_20111110_Cooking_Class_Benefits_Kids_in_
Many_Ways.html

Starting in year four, Healthy Chefs will solicit funds from local groups such as Kiwanis (Crazy Cash grant),
Chicken Broil Committee, Worth Repeating and Manchester Area Friends

Individual Intervention Table
BUDGET
Klager:
Stipend for Nick Ringe ($333 per session x 6 sessions)

$1,998.00

Materials/Equipment

$250.00

Food Costs (30 students x $6.65 x 6 sessions)

$1,197.00

Total Budget for Klager - $3,445.00
High School
Description
Stipend for Donna Clark
Stipend for Diane Rickert

Cost
$3,500
$1,750

Food for High School
Supplies for High School

$3,000
$150

Notes
$175 per session x 20 sessions
$87.50 per session X 20 sessions
(includes buying and delivering food
and securing information for
following week
$200 per session for 15 students

Total Budget for High School: - $ 8,400.00
Total Budget: $ 11,845.00

Total Requested from CWF: $ 10,800.00 Funding from Other Sources: $ 1,045.00

Individual Intervention Table
*Definitions for terms in the intervention table are included below.

5H Community Read
 CWF Element* to Impact:

Connect with Others

 Fiscal Agent*

Manchester District Library

 Tax I.D.

38-3544714

 Implementation Contact*:

James Miller

 Contact phone and email:

734.428.8045/jmiller@manchesterlibrary.info

 Date Funding Required:

August 2014

 Implementation Date:

Fall 2014

 Total Amount Requested from CWF

$2,000

Criteria
Please provide a description of the intervention
program you are proposing.
(what, when, how, where & why)

Describe your action plan (steps) for
implementing the intervention, including
timeframe.

Descriptions
This year, the 5H Community Read effort will focus on a “Connect with Others” theme, offering
events in all 5 communities, and a common book for reading and discussion. This will
mark the 3rd year of the 4-year effort envisioned. The selected book will be announced by
Summer 2014. The Manchester District Library works in conjunction with the other four 5H
communities to develop both local and cooperative education and marketing efforts.
March-April: Set budgets for book buying, plan and budget joint programming, local
programming; secure funding from CWF; identify committee members responsible for various
tasks at the local level
April-May: Finalize plans for all fall events
May-June: Produce 5H brochure copy; dovetail with local library programming guides and
online calendars, social media, etc., order and pay for books.
August: Preview Community Read at August Gazebo Concert

Individual Intervention Table
September-November: Implement events and book discussions, distribute books into community
through community partner locations, continued marketing through print and online channels,
participate in joint events.

Criteria
Who (specifically) will be responsible for what
aspects of intervention implementation?

Descriptions

Members of the Manchester Area Wellness Coalition will work on local programs and marketing
for the Read. Manchester District Library’s Director serves on the coalition as well as on the 5H
Read steering committee, which is composed of librarians from the five towns. The steering
committee will be responsible for overall planning and planning/implementation of the joint
events including a kick-off event and closing event.
Yes. Programs, practices and event structure are in place from prior two years.

Do those responsible have the capacity* to
implement?

Does implementation of this intervention require
support/resources from the broader coalition? If
so, does the coalition have the capacity to
support intervention implementation?

What indicator* will this intervention impact?
Describe any data and/or research that
demonstrates a need for this intervention, in your
community.

Primary target population*

The Manchester Wellness Coalition supports this as an annual intervention in its comprehensive
plan. This is the third year of an anticipated four-year effort focusing on each CWF Element in
turn. We are also working in conjunction with the related groups of the other 5H coalitions in
planning and staffing events.
The intervention will help create a culture of wellness by offering residents opportunities to learn
about and begin building good habits with respect to the four themes of moving more, eating
better, connecting with others, and avoiding unhealthy substances. If we see a response like the
last two years, approximately 100-150 community members will attend events related to
Connecting with Others, and 250+ books will be distributed throughout the community for
people to read, share, and discuss.
This request includes provisions specifically for programs in the Manchester area,
including Bridgewater, Freedom, and Manchester Townships. The multi-town,
cooperative nature of the effort will also encompass the population of all five towns of the
Wellness Foundation’s service area.

Individual Intervention Table
Criteria
Intervention Specific goals, what do you hope to
accomplish?

Descriptions

We hope to involve citizens in the Manchester area and in the larger 5H area in intellectually and
socially stimulating activities to help introduce or fortify practices of wellness.

Key Evaluation Data*

We expect that individuals with newfound or revitalized interest in the 5H Community Read
themes will make connections that benefit them and the community in both the short and longterm. Events associated with the books’ themes will provide various ways for individuals to
participate and will suit various learning styles, casting a wider net than a narrowly-defined book
discussion alone. The combination of intellectual and social elements, fostering inquiry and a
building of trust and common cause, lends support to creation of a culture of wellness. We hope
to generate discussions and inquiries into what a healthy community might look like and how to
bring one about. And through its cooperative nature we hope to help tie the efforts of all five
towns and the CWF into a more cohesive force for positive change.
Counts developed through program attendance numbers, number of books dispersed to end users,
and program surveys.

Provide a detailed evaluation plan. How will you
know this intervention is making the difference?

Library Director James Miller and staff will be responsible for distributing, collecting and
tallying the evaluation data. Reports will be shared at Coalition meetings covering intervention
results, successes and failures, typically in January-March of the coalition’s operating year.

If this is a continuing intervention in your
community provide evidence of how the
intervention has been successful, or describe
changes you’re making to improve the potential
for success.

With whom will you collaborate? How will you
collaborate? Other organizations solicited for
financial support (include name, amount
requested, date requested, and amount promised
or received).

For the 2013-2014 year, approximately 250 books entitled “A Walk in the Woods” by Bill
Bryson were distributed to Manchester Library patrons and local stores for pickup. A library
event detailing design and progress on the Manchester Shared-Use Trail in October 2013 drew 25
people for discussion on design and use of the trail.

All five healthy towns will be involved in the effort, with library directors and branch heads
acting as point people in the collaboration. At Manchester, the effort will involve participation of
the Wellness Coalition, local businesses acting as book distribution points, the schools, and the
Manchester Wellness Center.

Individual Intervention Table
Criteria

Descriptions

Describe any models or best practice examples of
other successful programs similar to the one you
are proposing, if known. Include citation/s

Community-Wide Reading Programs
Whether it’s called a city-wide book club, a state-wide reading campaign, “If All of Seattle Read
the Same Book,” or “One Book, One City,” communities of all shapes and sizes are adopting the
concept originated by the Washington Center for the Book: people coming together through the
reading and discussion of a common book.
Since 1998, when the Washington Center for the Book hosted author Russell Banks for four days
of programs and discussion about his novel, The Sweet Hereafter, communities all over the
United States have increasingly embraced the notion of civic unity through the reading of
literature. There are now statewide, citywide, countywide, and event country-wide reading
programs all over the world.
The community read is a successful, replicable model centered on community participation and
collaboration to generate awareness while creating a space for discussion. It leverages the power
of the public library to build community alliance, collaboration, and partnership to create a varied
structure of programs that are engaging and fun to participate in (film, art, music, food). Chelsea
District Library has had long-term success conducting annual community reads.

Provide a detailed sustainability plan for the
intervention and sustainability for any health
improvements resulting from the intervention.

The varied nature of the envisioned programs and the opportunities created by multiple levels of
collaboration between and within the five towns make this effort particularly innovative within
that tradition.
The intervention is part of a four-year plan focusing on each CWF element in turn, with the
intention of offering informative and entertaining events and dispersal of books into the
community each year. The connections among individuals and groups built within and between
the communities will continue to sustain the effort toward building cultures of wellness into the
future. By centering the initial efforts within community libraries, the campaign provides itself
with a permanent, recognizable and versatile base for fostering continuing associations, activities
and learning.

Individual Intervention Table
BUDGET
•

•
•
•

Books: $1,700. This covers purchase of copies of the selected book. The books are marked with stickers and stuffed with marketing inserts
that promote the Read and related events, then are made available for free at various locations around Manchester. People are encouraged
to pick up the books, read them, and pass them on to friends and family. At an estimated cost of $15 for a trade paperback, this would
purchase about 113 books for distribution. In 2012-2013, we were able to negotiate a significant discount from the publisher, resulting in
250 books for distribution in Manchester.
Events costs: $300. This is to fund events at the local level and to provide a contribution toward joint events (a kickoff and probably a
closing event.) We anticipate holding 2 local events (including event-related supplies and refreshments.)
Marketing costs: $0. These will be absorbed by Chelsea District Library, offering design work and production for all the events, and by
the individual libraries integrating promotional copy into their own marketing efforts.
Total: $2,000.

Individual Intervention Table
*Definitions for terms in the intervention table are included below.

The Leader in Me – Klager Elementary School
 CWF Element* to Impact:

Connect with others

 Fiscal Agent*

Manchester Community Schools

 Tax I.D.

38-6028383

 Implementation Contact*

Jennifer Mayes, Principal

 Contact phone and email:

jmayes@mcs.k12.mi.us

 Date Funding Required:

Fall 2014

 Implementation Date:

Fall 2014

 Total Amount Requested from CWF

$ 5,000

Criteria
Please provide a description of the intervention
program you are proposing.
(what, when, how, where & why)

Descriptions
The Leader in Me is an innovative, school‐wide model for elementary classrooms, based on Stephen
Covey’s The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People, that increases teacher effectiveness, student
engagement, and academic achievement, while preparing students to be leaders in the 21st century. This
intervention a three‐year program centered on 1) Establishing a Culture of Leadership, 2) Applying the
Tools of Leadership, and 3) Maximizing Results. Full program details are available at
www.theleaderinme.org.
Our plan is to conduct the necessary teacher training, beginning a process that transforms students into
tomorrow’s leaders by implementing changes in how teachers and students interact with each other.
The program will help Klager reduce bullying and depression among students, by teaching collaboration
among all and developing effective interpersonal skills. Klager has also identified mental health issues in
some of their students, which this program will also address.

Individual Intervention Table
This intervention requests funding from the Foundation in the 2014‐2015 school year, to supplement
funding for the first year of the training. Klager is requesting funds for four full days of training so
teachers can learn how to enhance the climate of the school and empower students to reach their
potential. The training consists of….(add details regarding how this initiates capacity building of students
and staff)

Describe your action plan (steps) for
implementing the intervention, including
timeframe.

Rewrite: Is this a current program?→ Respect Circles has Principal Mayes meeting with students,
teaching kids to be more respectful of other students and more likely to be leaders.
In the Fall of 2014 (Year 1), teachers would receive three days of training during in‐service days before
school begins, followed up by a fourth day later in the school year. The three full days focus specifically
on the seven habits of highly effective people, while the fourth day is used for designing an action plan
for Klager. The training will be customized to fit the culture of the building. The first year also provides
for a “training‐the‐trainer program”, so it can be continued into the long term.
Year 2 consists of follow‐up training that helps with fidelity in the program
Year 3 is the final phase of having Covey phasing out, and Klager staff taking over the program in its
entirety.
Throughout the three years, the school would have access to coaches, consultants and online resources
to assist with training.

Criteria
Who (specifically) will be responsible for what
aspects of intervention implementation?

Descriptions
There will be a steering committee of teachers, parents, community members and students who will be
responsible for installing the process into Klager Elementary School.
The initial training is conducted by Franklin Covey staff. Principal Jennifer Mayes will be responsible for
scheduling the training, and for overall performance of the intervention planning and implementation.

Individual Intervention Table

Do those responsible have the capacity* to
implement?

Does implementation of this intervention require
support/resources from the broader coalition? If
so, does the coalition have the capacity to
support intervention implementation?

What indicator* will this intervention impact?
Describe any data and/or research that
demonstrates a need for this intervention, in your
community.

Primary target population*

Yes, Manchester Community staff and Franklin Covey staff have the capacity to implement this program.
The models and implementation techniques are well established.

Execution would not require additional support from the coalition.
Manchester District Library will be asked to add several copies of The Leader in Me, so information on
the underlying program can be circulated to parents and throughout the community.

Higher number of days per month with poor mental health in WWC than county as a whole (HIP)
Need a specific data source for depression rates, bullying incidences, increase in referrals due to
interpersonal relationship problems related to Klager, or MCS, or western Washtenaw

The primary target population is the current and future student population (K‐4) and staff of Klager
Elementary School. A secondary target population is parents and the community who have an
opportunity to either participate in the training, or read the book and training materials.
Every year Klager Elementary educates approximately 400 students, with approximately 30 teachers.

Number of people impacted annually*

Criteria
Intervention Specific goals, what do you hope
to accomplish?

Descriptions
The specific goal of this intervention is to address the social and emotional well being of our students.
We are specifically focusing on students being able to connect with one another in healthy and
supporting ways, to reduce student depression, to reduce incidents of bullying and other anti‐social

Individual Intervention Table
Key Evaluation Data*

Provide a detailed evaluation plan. How will
you know this intervention is making the
difference?

behavior, to teach students effective and insightful ways to address differences among themselves, and
to develop leadership skills in our young students
From an education perspective, Klager Elementary School will measure discipline referrals and test
scores, and changes in these measures as the three‐year program takes effect. We will also conduct
perception surveys with from staff, students, parents and stakeholders.
Klager office staff will be responsible for measuring discipline referrals and test scores. They will also be
responsible for administering the perception surveys. These data will be reviewed with the Manchester
Community Schools Board, and with the Manchester Wellness Coalition during their annual intervention
reviews.
N/A

If this is a continuing intervention in your
community provide evidence of how the
intervention has been successful, or describe
changes you’re making to improve the
potential for success.

With whom will you collaborate? How will
you collaborate? Other organizations solicited
for financial support (include name, amount
requested, date requested, and amount
promised or received).

Criteria
Describe any models or best practice
examples of other successful programs similar
to the one you are proposing, if known.
Include citation/s

For Years 2 and 3 of the program, Klager will approach area businesses, Civic Organizations, the Judy Ivan
Healthy Communities Endowment, and The Leader in Me Grant process, to secure additional funding for
the program.

Descriptions
Need a citation to use of The Leader in Me training in other elementary schools – maybe the website has
some examples?

Individual Intervention Table
Provide a detailed sustainability plan for the
intervention and sustainability for any health
improvements resulting from the intervention.

At the end of the three year program, The Leader in Me will be self sustaining due to the train‐the‐trainer
component.

YEAR 1 BUDGET
Stephen Covey Training Sessions……..$
Supplies and Materials……………… $
Other costs???..................................... $

Individual Intervention Table
*Definitions for terms in the intervention table are included below.

Manchester Street Festival
 CWF Element* to Impact:

Move More, Connect with Other, Avoid Unhealthy Substances and
Eat Better

 Fiscal Agent*

TBD

 Tax I.D.

TBD

 Implementation Contact*

Amelia Woods

 Contact phone and email:

734/585-4734; woodsie668@aol.com

 Date Funding Required:

Monday, July 21, 2014

 Implementation Date:

Saturday, August 2, 2014

 Total Amount Requested from CWF: $5,000
Criteria
Please provide a description of the intervention
program you are proposing.
(what, when, how, where & why)

Descriptions
The Manchester Street Festival is a combination of events that bring community members and visitors
into Manchester. The Festival is a collaboration among several community organizations. The Run
Manchester 1 mile fun run, 5k & 10k, bed races, and Kids Corner are existing components related to
physical activity wellness. We also have a festival marketplace, juried art competitions, vintage car
show, and more.
New for the 2014 Street Festival is a ‘Block of Health’, a Kids Bike Race, a Fireman’s Challenge and a
‘Rubber Ducky Race’.
The Block of Health will be in North Wurster Park. The reason for this addition is to provide Manchester
residents – especially seniors – an idea of what wellness opportunities exist in Manchester.

Individual Intervention Table
The Block will feature displays about health, blood pressure checks, quick eye glass repair, healthy food
demos and much more.
A secondary benefit of the event is the collaboration among community members, community civic
organizations, downtown and local businesses, and volunteers to help bring life back into downtown
Manchester.

Describe your action plan (steps) for
implementing the intervention, including
timeframe.

Planning for the 2014 Manchester Street Festival began in September, 2013. Our committee is made up
of the chair for each event (e.g.: the run, the juried art fair, the bed races, the kids korner, the festival
marketplace, live music, the kids bike race, live performances, etc.) We meet each month for strategic
planning and implementation of ideas that will foster the growth of our festival, and in turn bring people
to our Main Street and see how wonderful life in Manchester is.
In February 2014 we hosted our first meeting open to the public. We invited all local businesses to come
hear what the 2014 Street Festival would have to offer. That meeting was such a great success that we
will be hosting an additional meeting in May to keep the excitement going.
In addition to the numerous civic organizations that are involved in making the Manchester Street
Festival so successful, new this year we will be having our local pastors judging the bed races ‐ this is
sure to be a huge hit!
The run and the festival are always the first Saturday in August. The fun run starts at 8 a.m and events
will continue to run throughout the day and early evening.
A Couch to 5k Program precedes the Run (beginning Saturday, May 24th, running for 10 weeks). The
Manchester program with Run Manchester will have registration open beginning in April.

Criteria
Who (specifically) will be responsible for what
aspects of intervention implementation?

Descriptions
The Manchester Street Festival is built resembling a wagon wheel ‐ each activity is a spoke:
Amelia Woods and Manchester Area Friends is responsible for Run Manchester
Carl Curtis and the Manchester Lions Club is responsible for the Kids Korner.

Individual Intervention Table
Dee Miles and the Riverfolk Music and Arts Organization is responsible for the Juried Art Fair
Sharon Curtis is responsible for the Festival Marketplace
The Manchester Men’s Club is responsible for the Vintage Car Show.
Ron Milkey and Dana Andrews are responsible for the Bed Races
Chair soon to be announced & Manchester Wellness Coalition will be responsible for the Block of Health
Sandra Wiitala is responsible for the Kids Bike Race
Shawn and Jami Booth are responsible for the Firemen’s Challenge
The Manchester Chamber of Commerce is responsible for the Duck Races
Kari Newman is responsible for live performances

Yes
Do those responsible have the capacity* to
implement?

Does implementation of this intervention require
support/resources from the broader coalition? If
so, does the coalition have the capacity to
support intervention implementation?

What indicator* will this intervention impact?
Describe any data and/or research that
demonstrates a need for this intervention, in your
community.

Aside from the financial component, having a Manchester Wellness Coalition presence at the festival to
provide coalition information to the attendees. Coalition involvement in the Bock of Health is also
crucial to its success.

63% of adults and 39% of kids are overweight or obese.
WWC adults average 6.4 days of poor physical and mental health per month

The event has something for individuals of all ages.
Primary target population*
The village population is just under 2100, while the entire 48158 zip code is approximately 11,000.
Number of people impacted annually*

Individual Intervention Table
Criteria
Intervention Specific goals, what do you hope to
accomplish?

Key Evaluation Data*

Provide a detailed evaluation plan. How will you
know this intervention is making the difference?

Descriptions
Giving our residents and neighbors a great day to be in Manchester, while increasing physical fitness with
several of the events of the day (the run, kids bike races, bed races, dancing to live music, kids in bounce
houses, dunk tank, climbing wall and more), gathering with friends to hear terrific live music of several
different genres, a chance to stroll back in time in the vintage car show, the opportunity to learn about
so many health related resources that are available here, that many do not realize or know how to best
utilize.
Participation rates for Run Manchester
Participation rates for the bed races
Participation rates for the bike races
Health Vendor surveys after the Block of Health event

Amelia Woods and Manchester Area Friends is responsible for Run Manchester data.
Dana Andrews is responsible for the bed race numbers
Sandra Wiitala is responsible for the Kids Bike Race
Manchester Area Friends are responsible for distributing and collecting the surveys.
Results will be shared with coalition in October, 2014.

If this is a continuing intervention in your
community provide evidence of how the
intervention has been successful, or describe
changes you’re making to improve the potential
for success.

With whom will you collaborate? How will you
collaborate? Other organizations solicited for
financial support (include name, amount
requested, date requested, and amount promised
or received).

This is the first year the Street Festival has requested funds directly from the Chelsea‐Area Wellness
Foundation.

The Village of Manchester
The Community Resource Center
Local Churches
Manchester Lions Club
Manchester Men’s Club
Manchester Area Friends
Personal donations
Run Manchester is funded in part by Amcor Packaging. (Details are currently being finalized, past

Individual Intervention Table
contributions have been $5,000 annually)

Criteria

Describe any models or best practice examples of
other successful programs similar to the one you
are proposing, if known. Include citation/s

Provide a detailed sustainability plan for the
intervention and sustainability for any health
improvements resulting from the intervention.

Descriptions
The Chamber of Commerce and the Riverfolk Arts and Music Organization have organized several similar
multi‐function/multi‐participant festivals in the past. There is a strong culture within Manchester for
multiple service organizations to cooperate and share volunteers/funds for the benefit of the entire
community. The Manchester Street Festival is a successor to earlier such festivals and has combined
several specific elements which have been successfully done before (bed races, duck races, Kids Korner,
etc.)
As the event progresses, a combination of local and regional support is necessary to help the event
prosper and grow. We will also seek to increase fundraising opportunities through unique opportunities.

Individual Intervention Table
BUDGET
Activity

Details

Estimate Cost/Budget

Advertising
Run Manchester
Live Music

Mailers, Posters, Banner
7th Annual Race (1 mile fun run, 5k & 10K)
3 Locations, 9am – 7pm
Different Dance Lessons w/each band, Tent,
Chairs and Sound System
Advertising at other festivals, hospitality tent
Printing
Printing, Obstacles, Physical Beds
Prizes
Activities, Cost to build Art Wall, Generator
Sound System
N/A
Cooking Demonstrations, Give a ways (ie
pedometers, water bottles, portion plates,
reminder magnets)
Portable Sinks, Porta Potties, First Aid Station,
Staff T-Shirts

$3500
$10,500
$5,000

Juried Art Fair
Festival Marketplace
Bed Races
Kids Bike Race
Kids Korner
Live Performances
Vintage Car Show
Block of Health

Festival Costs

Estimated Total

$175
$50
$500
$100
$750
$250
N/A
$2,000

$950

$23,775

Funding will be provided by Run Manchester registration fees, CWF support, and other fundraising sources.

Individual Intervention Table
*Definitions for terms in the intervention table are included below.

Manchester Voices (CMCA)
 CWF Element* to Impact:

Avoid Unhealthy Substances

 Fiscal Agent*

Manchester Community Schools

 Tax I.D.

38-6028383

 Implementation Contact*

Lindsay Hannah

 Contact phone and email

734-476-0686 / Lindsay@kbamichigan.com

 Date Funding Required

August 1, 2014

 Implementation Date

August 1, 2014

 Total Amount Requested from CWF

$18,500

Individual Intervention Table
Criteria

Descriptions

Please provide a description of the
intervention program you are proposing.
(what, when, how, where & why)

Communities Mobilizing for Change on Alcohol (CMCA). CMCA is a community organizing effort
designed to change policies and practices of major community institutions in ways that reduce access to
alcohol by teenagers, thereby reducing teen drinking and the associated health and social problems. The
CMCA intervention is based on established theory and research showing the importance of the social and
policy environment in facilitating or impeding youth drinking. The objective is to reduce the flow of
alcohol to youth from illegal sales by retail establishments, and from provision of alcohol to youth by
other adults in the community. Effectively limiting the accessibility of alcohol to teens not only directly
reduces teen drinking, but also communicates a clear social norm in the community that underage
drinking is inappropriate and unacceptable. Changing the social and policy environment in communities is
essential for long-term prevention success.

Describe your action plan (steps) for
implementing the intervention, including
timeframe.

An action plan is included at the end of the intervention table. The action plan includes general time
ranges that each intervention will begin and end.

Who (specifically) will be responsible for
what aspects of intervention implementation?

Lindsay Hannah, LLMSW, is responsible for the day to day implementation of Manchester Voices.
Manchester Voices coalition members also play an integral role in the planning, execution and success of
Manchester Voices. The coalition consists of teachers, parents, young adults, members of the local
ministerial association and students.

Do those responsible have the capacity* to
implement?

Yes, Lindsay Hannah has previous experience working with community coalitions and a graduate degree
in Social Work.

Does implementation of this intervention
require support/resources from the broader
coalition? If so, does the coalition have the
capacity to support intervention
implementation?

Per design, Manchester Voices has sat under the umbrella of the Manchester Wellness Coalition but
attempted to maintain a separate identity. Both coalitions will be working towards similar goals pertaining
to avoiding unhealthy substances and Manchester Voices will require support and acknowledgement from
the MWC. The hope is that the relationship between the two coalitions remains symbiotic and mutually
beneficial to the overall goals of each.

Individual Intervention Table
Criteria

What indicator* will this intervention impact?
Describe any data and/or research that
demonstrates a need for this intervention, in
your community.

Descriptions
Manchester was identified as a priority geographic area based on the presence of several community level
attributes and environmental factors that facilitate underage drinking (“Underage and Under the
Influence”, January 2008) as well as other drug use. Research shows that binge drinking is higher among
rural youth ages 12 to 17 than non-rural youth (CDCP, 2002) and that rural adults and youth are more
likely to binge drink than their urban counterparts (SAMHSA, July/August 2007). Further, young people
aged 12 to 17 in rural areas reported lower levels of perceived risk from alcohol use, less disapproval of
alcohol use, and less perceived parental disapproval of youth alcohol use than those in non-rural areas
(SAMHSA, August 2007). Consistent with this research, the communities of Chelsea, Dexter, and
Manchester have an 8 percent higher rate of adult binge drinking (22 percent) when compared to
Washtenaw County’s rate of 14 percent (“Underage and Under the Influence”, January 2008). In the
Manchester area, past 30 day use of alcohol increases on average over 150% from 8th to 12th grade
(MiPHY, 2010). “Underage and Under the Influence”, January 2008, reports both high rates of use and
significant consequences related to substance use and other risky behaviors were also high. Motor vehicle
crash (MVC) rates in 16 to 20 year old drivers in Washtenaw County were highest in the Dexter area zip
code (48130). MVCs associated with DUI in this same age group were highest in Dexter and Manchester
(48158) zip codes. In addition, statistics show that 20.5% of Washtenaw County parents in the 45-50 age
range with children between the ages of 5 and 17 are more likely to drink and drive versus parents 35
years old and younger with children in the same age bracket.
Data from the 2014 MiPHY will be included in the intervention table as it becomes available in June
2014.

Primary target population*

Number of people impacted annually*

Intervention Specific goals, what do you hope
to accomplish?

Manchester Voices utilizing CMCA targets youth ages 10-17 that live or go to school in the
Manchester area. At last count this was roughly 780 youth in the community.
The coalition aims to impact several hundred youth and their families through evidenced based
environmental prevention strategies. The coalition itself has maintained an active member list in the range
of 20-30 people and projects to have 30 unique members participate in coalition related
activities during a fiscal year.
1. Delay the age of first use of alcohol, tobacco & other drugs (ATOD).
2. Increase proportion of youth who perceive parental disapproval of ATOD.
3. Decrease the proportion of youth and adults who report past month use of ATOD.
4. Decrease prescription & over-the-counter drug abuse.

Individual Intervention Table
Criteria

Key Evaluation Data*

Provide a detailed evaluation plan. How will
you know this intervention is making the
difference?

If this is a continuing intervention in your
community provide evidence of how the
intervention has been successful, or describe
changes you’re making to improve the
potential for success.

Descriptions
CMCA is an Environmental prevention strategy that focuses on creating system-level change. This
emphasizes a broad approach to prevention, associating substance use behavior with not only personal
characteristics, but also with environmental influences such as the rules and regulations of social
institutions; media messages; and accessibility of alcohol, tobacco, and illicit drugs. Environmental
change strategies target a much broader audience, which gives them the potential to produce widespread
changes in behavior at the population-level. When implemented effectively, they can create shifts in both
individual attitudes and community norms that can have long-term, substantial effects: a more costeffective solution. The most effective prevention approaches are those that include a blend of
environmental strategies that align with and reinforce prevention strategies directed at individuals. This is
being accomplished by having the Community Organizer for Manchester Voices also fill the role as the
Project SUCCESS counselor at the local Middle and High School and Project TNT facilitator at the
Middle School. With Environmental strategies it is difficult to make a direct correlation between the
changes you see in a community and the interventions. However, we have collected data on numbers of
individuals met with, meetings held, active and supportive members, students involved and activities
conducted and we will review local data from the MiPHY, HIP Survey, and independently developed
surveys regarding the communities’ awareness of Manchester Voices sponsored campaigns in their
community.
Manchester Voices has continued to monitor the data that is released from the HIP survey, local
MiPHY data and collects anecdotal information from students and community members. It is difficult to
draw a direct connection between the environmental strategies used and a positive change in the identified
outcomes. As a result we have collected data on numbers of individuals met with, meetings held, active
and supportive members, students involved and activities conducted. CMCA identifies 12 benchmarks that
have been used for evaluation in the past and will also be integrated into the new strategic plan. *See
attachment.
Manchester Voices has been in existence for the past 4.5 years. Over the course of that time there have
been well over a hundred one-on-one interviews conducted, 45 large group coalition meetings, dozens of
youth coalition meetings and multiple interventions, activities and strategies employed throughout each
year of existence.
Manchester Voices is committed to developing a solid strategic plan over the next year. This plan will
include the input of the community on areas of focus and structural changes including the addition of a
new coordinator with more hours dedicated to the Manchester Community.

Individual Intervention Table
Criteria

Descriptions

With whom will you collaborate? How will
you collaborate? Other organizations solicited
for financial support (include name, amount
requested, date requested, and amount
promised or received).

Manchester Voices has utilized CMCA to collaborate with local businesses, Manchester Community
Schools, local service organizations such as the Ministerial Association and Kiwanis Club as well as the
Manchester Wellness Coalition. Manchester Voices also receives funding from the WCHO, Bureau of
Substance Abuse and Addiction Services, Office of Recovery Orientated Systems of Care, Prevention
Section.
There are many evidenced based interventions for community organizing around youth drug and alcohol
use. The Community Anti-Drug Coalitions of America and the Substance Abuse and Mental Health
Services Administration have comprehensive lists of effective interventions, strategies and coalitions.
(www.cadca.org & www.samsha.gov). Locally there are community anti-drug and alcohol coalitions that
utilize CMCA, Communities That Care (CTC) as well as Ready by 21. Those groups include A2C3,
PACT Saline, SRSLY Chelsea and CTC Ypsilanti.
One of the goals for sustainability of the Manchester Voices coalition was to identify and begin receiving
dollars from multiple funding sources. In addition, the coalition has identified a need to organize in a more
effective way that encourages participation and provides ongoing capacity building utilizing the strategic
prevention framework. We have begun a more formal analysis of what the coalition has done well and
what elements of sustainability need to be improved. The group had identified a need to have a funded
program director that will be able to dedicate more time to coalition and capacity building and has since
hired Lindsay Hannah to fill this position. Through the initial analysis it was determined that sustainability
must be integrated into every element of the SPF process in order to improve changes for longevity,
effective programming and improvement in investment outcomes.

Describe any models or best practice
examples of other successful programs similar
to the one you are proposing, if known.
Include citation/s

Provide a detailed sustainability plan for the
intervention and sustainability for any health
improvements resulting from the intervention.

Goals for the next twelve months include:
1.) Development of a comprehensive coalition strategic plan by December 2014.
2.) Clearly defined coalition leaders and champions with defined roles and responsibilities
3.) Outlined funding plan
4.) Maintenance of coalition infrastructure
5.) Modification and execution of the current coalition action plan.
Manchester Voices has community support from a variety of sectors and seeks to become more firmly
established within the next year. There is significant youth involvement and desire to work on action
items/activities. We want to be able to sustain ongoing projects while firmly developing a foundation that
is community owned and motivated. Focus on strengthening the base of this group with membership and
more formalized structure will increase the effectiveness and sustainability of Manchester Voices for years
to come. We have a variety of tools available to this group through both Youth Leadership Institutes
CMCA model and CADCA’s resources for coalition sustainability. The group intends to keep a record of
the progress made towards ongoing sustainability and will be able to provide documentation as this
process moves forward.

Individual Intervention Table

See Attachments for Budget

Individual Intervention Table
Definitions
Element – Eat better, move more, avoid unhealthy substances and connect with others in healthy ways are the four elements in the CWF vision.
Fiscal Agent – (Amy will pull a definition from our policy)
Implementation Contact – (Amy will clarify the difference between implementation contact & FI)
Capacity or Coalition Capacity – Potential or actual ability to enlist community participation, technology, knowledge, collaboration and other resources to
plan and implement a successful intervention.
Indicator – A specific, anticipated measure of the impact of an individual program, practice, policy or other intervention implemented as part of the 5H plan.
An example of an indicator is The number of adults who eat more than 5 fruits and vegetables a day. CWF will provide a list of possible indicators.
Primary Target Population – Demographic (group of people) an intervention is intended to impact. Although the intervention may impact more than one
group of people, we are interested in the principal population targeted by the intervention. For instance, a walk to school program may include adult walkers
who chaperone children, but the children are the primary target of the intervention.
Number of people impacted annually – People who are directly affected by the intervention.
Key Evaluation Data – Statistical and other types of information collected and used in the decision-making process. Data may be used to decide where gaps
in services exist, if an intervention is effective, or to make other important decisions
Collaboration between organizations or communities – Working with others to create something beneficial. Collaborators include those who directly
influence the intervention through planning and oversight or with resources like technical assistance, time or funding.
Priority to implement or maintain – A high priority intervention is one that is regarded by the Wellness Coalition as more important than others. Medium or
low priority interventions are thought of as important but may be delayed.
Sustainability Plan – How will you maintain the impact of the intervention over time? Has a plan for sustainability (including long term funding if necessary)
been documented?
Connect with others in healthy ways – It is not CWF’s intent to strictly define connect with others. However, the original intent was to promote positive
mental health. We will look most favorably on connect interventions that impact those most at risk for poor mental health (e.g. individuals experiencing
social isolation or stress due to physical or social circumstances) and those that foster connections among large numbers of people
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3/18/2014
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10299 Grand River, Suite P
City, State, ZIP Code
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Of

1

Program

Agreement Period

48116

Expenditure Category

7/1/2014

FE ID Number

Thru 6/30/2015

Expenditures
Current Period
Agreement YTD

Salaries and Wages
Fringe Benefits
Travel
Supplies and Materials
Other Expenses -Communications
Space Cost
Utilities
Insurance
Misc Expenses
TOTAL EXPENDITURES

26-1392579
Agreement

Budget

Balance

12,000.00
1,578.00
840.00
2,556.00
218.00
890.00
109.00
134.00
175.00
18,500.00

SOURCE OF FUNDS
Fees and Collections
Local
Other
CA Contract/SA share
TOTAL FUNDING
18,500.00

TOTAL CONTRACT FUNDING

CERTIFICATION: I certify that I am authorized to sign on behalf of the local agency and that this is an accurate statement
of expenditures and collections for the report period. Appropriate documentation is available and will be maintained for the
required period to support costs and receipts reported.
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Date
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President of Operations
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Telephone Number: 810-225-9550

Denise Geroux
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Email: denise@kbamichigan.com
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Manchester Wellness Coalition ‐ CMCA submitted by Karen Bergbower & Associates
Detailed Annual Budget Narrative Justification
Object Class Categories
Personnel
Job Title
MV Coordinator

Name
Lindsay Hannah, LMSW

Level of
Salary
Requested
Annual Salary Effort
Subtotals
12,000
$39,998
0.3

Personnel Subtotal

Fringe Benefits
FICA, Unemployment, Health Insurance, Workers Comp, Continuuing Ed

$12,000

Percentage
13%
Fringe Subtotal

Travel
1500 miles x .56

Expense
$840

Travel Subtotal
Supplies and Materials

$840

Expense
$2,556

Supplies and Materials Subtotal
Contractual

$1,578

Expense

$2,556

Contractual Subtotal
Other Expenses
Communications
Space Cost
Utilities
Insurance
Misc Expenses

Source of Funds

$0

Expense
$218
$890
$109
$134
$175
Other Expenses Subtotal

$1,526

Total Expenditures

$18,500

Match/Request

Source of Funds Subtotal
Total Contract Funding

$18,500

Annual Implementation Plan 2013-2015

Helping Manchester Youth Make Healthy Choices

***Subject to change***

Month

Monthly Events / Activities
High School

Middle School

Community Coalition

October 2013

 Red Ribbon Awareness Campaign
(Town/Parking Lot)
 Foot Ball Kick Off Event: Member
Recruitment

 Red Ribbon School wide Activity:
Anti-Drug
 Pizza Kick Off Event: Member
Recruitment
 Fuel-Up to Play 60 Event
(Recruitment Booth)

 Red Ribbon Week Awareness Campaign
(Development & Planning)
 Dog Halloween Costume Contest: Healthy
Alternative Activities to ATOD Use

November 2013

 Create Distracted Driving Survey
 Design T-Shirts

 Recovery Community Project
(Planning)

 Distracted Driving Dance / Coming Home
Dance (Planning) (Rescheduled)
 Recovery Community Project (Planning)

December 2013

 Distracted Driving Survey
Implementation
 Edit / Design T-Shirts
 Posters (Seatbelt Safety)
 PSA (Seatbelt Safety)
 Distracted Driving Dance / Coming
Home Dance (Rescheduled)

 Recovery Community Project:
Message in a Bulb

 New Year’s Eve (SRSLY) Advertising & Support
 Workshops (Brainstorming, Networking,
Planning)

 Martin Luther King Jr Assembly

 Martin Luther King Jr Assembly (Planning)
 MWC Interventions Presentation
 Workshops (Brainstorming, Networking,
Planning)

January 2014

February 2014

March 2014

 Implement Survey / PSA Posters
(Distracted Driving)
 Peer Resistance Skills 2 Day Training
(Rescheduled-Snow Day)
 PSA (Distracted Driving: Texting &
Driving)
 Peer Resistance Skills 2 Day Training
(Canceled-Snow Day)
 Distracted Driving Dance / Coming
Home Dance (Rescheduled -Snow
Day)

 Distracted Driving Dance / PSA
Posters (Distracted Driving)
 Distracted Driving Dance / Coming
Home Dance
 Peer Resistance Skills 2 Day Training

 St. Valentine’s Day (Cupids Touch &
Wall of Appreciation)

 Math & Science Night (Tobacco
Prevention & Anatomy Booth)

 Alcohol Compliance Decoy Recruitment
 Distracted Driving Dance / Coming Home
Dance (Planning)
 Workshops (Brainstorming, Networking,
Planning)
 High School In-Service (March 5th) – Home of
New Vision Guest Speaker
 Middle School In-Service (Canceled: Testing &
Snow Day Complications)
 Olweus Bullying Prevention Workshop
Advertising / Networking/Planning
 Alcohol Compliance Decoy Recruitment &
Training & Implementation
 Workshop Topics Survey Development
 Workshops (Networking, Planning)

Quarterly Initiatives

 Capacity Building
 Newsletter Creation

 Capacity Building
 Community Workshop
Development
 Newsletter Expansion to
include;
o Laws / Regulations
o Information regarding Local
Political standings
regarding ATOD
o Resources
 Alcohol Compliance Check
Recruitment, Training,
Implementation

Annual Implementation Plan 2013-2015

Helping Manchester Youth Make Healthy Choices

***Subject to change***

Month

Monthly Events / Activities
High School

Middle School

April 2014

 Driving Safety Speaker
 Mock Car Crash
 Project Sticker Shock Student
Participation
 Member Recruitment

 Project Sticker Shock Student
Participation
 Variety Show Planning
 Peeps Diorama: Healthy Alternative
Activities to ATOD Use
 Eggs Friendship Challenge
 Member Recruitment Activity

May 2014

 Project Sticker Shock Student
Participation
 Member Recruitment

 Variety Show
 Project Sticker Shock Student
Participation

June 2014

 Project Sticker Shock Student
Participation
 Member Recruitment

 Project Sticker Shock Student
Participation

July 2014

No School / Summer Break

No School / Summer Break

August 2014

No School / Summer Break

No School / Summer Break

 Member Recruitment

 Pizza Kick Off Event: Member
Recruitment

September 2014

Community Coalition

Quarterly Initiatives

 Project Sticker Shock
 Parents Who Host Lose The Most Campaign
 Olweus Bullying Prevention Workshop
 Alcohol Compliance Decoy Recruitment &
Training & Implementation
 Rethinking Drinking Campaign
 Variety Show Support & Planning
 Parents Who Host Lose The Most Campaign
 Rethinking Drinking Campaign
 Variety Show Support & Planning
 Project Sticker Shock
 Project Sticker Shock
 Alcohol Compliance Decoy Recruitment &
Training & Implementation
 Rethinking Drinking Campaign
 Parents Who Host Lose The Most Campaign

 Capacity Building
 Community Workshop
Development
 Project Sticker Shock Campaign
 Alcohol Compliance Check
Recruitment, Training,
Implementation
 Parents Who Host Lose The Most
Campaign
 Rethinking Drinking Campaign
 Website Re-Design
 Continue to Expand Newsletter

 Take Back Event (Red Barrel)
 Manchester Voices Picnic
 Rethinking Drinking Campaign
 Parents Who Host Lose The Most Campaign
 Manchester Community Fair Booth
 Campaign Visibility & Impact Survey
Implementation
 Workshop: Hot Topics (Middle & High School)
 Teacher In-Service Presentation
 Campaign Visibility & Impact Survey
Implementation
 Workshop: Monthly High School Hot Topics
 Middle & High School Activity Support &
Development

 Capacity Building
 Red Barrel Take Back
Presentations / Advertising
 Recruitment Packet
Development
 Community Workshop
Development
 Rethinking Drinking Campaign
 Parents Who Host Lose The Most
Campaign

Annual Implementation Plan 2013-2015

Helping Manchester Youth Make Healthy Choices

***Subject to change***

Month

October 2014

Monthly Events / Activities
High School

 Red Ribbon Awareness Campaign
(Town/Parking Lot)
 Foot Ball Kick Off Event: Member
Recruitment
 Develop Special Interest Issues

 Project Sticker Shock Campaign

November 2014

 Posters/PSA
 Develop Timeline for

Middle School

 Red Ribbon School wide Activity:
Anti-Drug
 Fuel-Up to Play 60 Event
(Recruitment Booth)

 Project Sticker Shock Campaign

 Thankfulness Activity

Events/Activities

December 2014

 Posters/PSA
 Special Interest Survey
Implementation

 Recovery Community Project:
Message in a Bulb

January 2015

 Implement Survey / PSA Posters
(Distracted Driving)

 New Year’s Resolution Activity
 Martin Luther King Jr Assembly

February 2015

 Posters/PSA

 St. Valentine’s Day (Cupids Touch &
Wall of Appreciation)

March 2015

 Posters/PSA

 Math & Science Night

Community Coalition

 Dog Halloween Costume Contest: Healthy
Alternative Activities to ATOD Use
 Workshop: Monthly High School Hot Topics
 Middle & High School Activity Support &
Development
 Project Sticker Shock Campaign
 Workshop: Quarterly Middle School Hot
Topics
 Workshop: Monthly High School Hot Topics
 Middle & High School Activity Support &
Development
 Rethinking Drinking Campaign
 Workshop: Monthly High School Hot Topics
 Middle & High School Activity Support &
Development
 New Year’s Eve (SRSLY) Advertising & Support
 Rethinking Drinking Campaign
 Workshop: Monthly High School Hot Topics
 Workshop: Quarterly Middle School Hot
Topics
 Middle & High School Activity Support &
Development
 Workshop: Monthly High School Hot Topics
 Alcohol Compliance Decoy Recruitment
 Rethinking Drinking Campaign
 Workshop: Monthly High School Hot Topics
 Workshop: Quarterly Middle School Hot
Topics
 High School Seminar
 Middle School Empowerment Seminar
 Middle & High School Activity Support &
Development
 Alcohol Compliance Decoy Training &
Implementation

Quarterly Initiatives

 Capacity Building
 Community Workshop
Development
 Project Sticker Shock Campaign
 Rethinking Drinking Campaign

 Capacity Building
 Community Workshop
Development
 Alcohol Compliance Check
Recruitment, Training,
Implementation
 Rethinking Drinking Campaign

Annual Implementation Plan 2013-2015

Helping Manchester Youth Make Healthy Choices

***Subject to change***

Month

Monthly Events / Activities
High School

Middle School

 Posters/PSA
 Project Sticker Shock Student
Participation

 Project Sticker Shock Student
Participation
 Variety Show Planning
 Member Recruitment Activity

May 2015

 Posters/PSA
 Project Sticker Shock Student
Participation
 Member Recruitment

 Variety Show
 Project Sticker Shock Student
Participation

June 2015

 Project Sticker Shock Student
Participation
 Member Recruitment

 Project Sticker Shock Student
Participation

April 2015

July 2015

August 2015

September 2015

No School / Summer Break

No School / Summer Break

No School / Summer Break

No School / Summer Break

 Member Recruitment

 Member Recruitment
 Pizza Kick Off Event: Member
Recruitment

Community Coalition

Quarterly Initiatives

 Workshop: Monthly High School Hot Topics
 Middle & High School Activity Support &
Development
 Alcohol Compliance Decoy Training &
Implementation
 Parents Who Host Lose The Most Campaign
 Project Sticker Shock Campaign
 Workshop: Monthly High School Hot Topics
 Middle & High School Activity Support &
Development
 Project Sticker Shock Campaign
 Workshop: Monthly High School Hot Topics
 Workshop: Quarterly Middle School Hot
Topics
 Middle & High School Activity Support &
Development
 Rethinking Drinking Campaign
 Parents Who Host Lose The Most Campaign
 Project Sticker Shock Campaign

 Capacity Building
 Community Workshop
Development
 Alcohol Compliance Check
Recruitment, Training,
Implementation
 Rethinking Drinking Campaign
 Parents Who Host Lose The Most
Campaign
 Project Sticker Shock Campaign

 Take Back Event (Red Barrel)
 Manchester Voices Picnic
 Rethinking Drinking Campaign
 Parents Who Host Lose The Most Campaign
 Manchester Community Fair Booth
 Campaign Visibility & Impact Survey
Implementation
 Workshop: Hot Topics (Middle & High School)
 Rethinking Drinking Campaign
 Teacher In-Service Presentation
 Campaign Visibility & Impact Survey
Implementation
 Workshop: Monthly High School Hot Topics
 Middle & High School Activity Support &
Development

 Capacity Building
 Community Workshop
Development
 Red Barrel Take Back
Presentations / Advertising
 Rethinking Drinking Campaign
 Parents Who Host Lose The Most
Campaign

Individual Intervention Table
*Definitions for terms in the intervention table are included below.

Project SUCCESS
 CWF Element* to Impact:

Avoid Unhealthy Substances

 Fiscal Agent*

Manchester Community Schools

 Tax I.D.

38-6028383

 Implementation Contact*

Lindsay Hannah

 Contact phone and email

734-476-0686 / Lindsay@kbamichigan.com

 Date Funding Required

August 1, 2014

 Implementation Date

August 1, 2014

 Total Amount Requested from CWF $5,000.00

Individual Intervention Table
Criteria

Descriptions

Please provide a description of the
intervention program you are proposing.
(what, when, how, where & why)

Project SUCCESS is designed to prevent and reduce substance use among students 12 to 18 years of age.
The program was originally developed for students attending alternative high schools who are at high risk
for substance use and abuse due to poor academic performance, truancy, discipline problems, negative
attitudes toward school, and parental substance abuse. In recent years, Project SUCCESS has been used in
regular middle and high schools for a broader range of high-risk students. Components
include:
1. Prevention Education Series: topic-based classroom presentations that help students identify and
resist pressures to use substances, correct misperceptions about the prevalence and acceptability
of substance use, and understand the consequences of substance use.
2. Parent Education and Awareness Activities: increase awareness of substance use and promote
ideas for preventing and reducing adolescent substance use. This includes parents as collaborative
partners in prevention through consultation, information, and education.
3. Individual and Group Support: assist students as needed in dealing with personal issues.
Individual assessments are performed and time-limited individual counseling is offered to
students. When necessary, students and families are referred to appropriate community resources,
which is consistent with the movement toward a Recovery Oriented System of Care (ROSC). This
offers an opportunity to collaborate with Dawn Farm, a ROSC core provider. Groups are offered
throughout the school year and address such topics as Newcomers Group, COSAP (Children of
Substance Abusing Parents), and Users Group. The groups help adolescents identify and resist
social and situational pressures to use substances, correct misperceptions about the prevalence and
acceptability of substance use, focus on the personal consequences of use, teach and provide
opportunities to practice resistance and coping skills, and identify barriers to using the skills or
adopting healthy attitudes.

Describe your action plan (steps) for
implementing the intervention, including
timeframe.

Project SUCCESS has already been integrated into the Manchester Community Schools at both the
middle and high school level. The request for additional funding allows the coordinator to dedicate more
hours to the schools and develop more comprehensive school wide awareness activities for youth and
parents. The intervention runs throughout the school year or for 41 weeks.

Who (specifically) will be responsible for
what aspects of intervention implementation?

Lindsay Hannah, LLMSW

Do those responsible have the capacity* to
implement?

Yes, Lindsay Hannah has previous experience working one-on-one with adolescence in a school setting.
Lindsay Hannah received a Master’s Degree in Social Work with concentrations in School Social Work
and Alcohol & Substance Abuse Counseling.

Individual Intervention Table
Criteria
Does implementation of this intervention
require support/resources from the broader
coalition? If so, does the coalition have the
capacity to support intervention
implementation?

Descriptions
There is no direct support or resources that Project SUCCESS will require from the members of the
Manchester Wellness Coalition. It is always beneficial for the MWC to promote the available resources in
the community, of which Project SUCCESS is one.
Manchester was identified as a priority geographic area based on the presence of several community level
attributes and environmental factors that facilitate underage drinking (“Underage and Under the
Influence”, January 2008) as well as other drug use. Research shows that binge drinking is higher among
rural youth ages 12 to 17 than non-rural youth (CDCP, 2002) and that rural adults and youth are more
likely to binge drink than their urban counterparts (SAMHSA, July/August 2007).

What indicator* will this intervention impact?
Describe any data and/or research that
demonstrates a need for this intervention, in
your community.

Further, young people aged 12 to 17 in rural areas reported lower levels of perceived risk from alcohol
use, less disapproval of alcohol use, and less perceived parental disapproval of youth alcohol use than
those in non-rural areas (SAMHSA, August 2007). Consistent with this research, the communities of
Chelsea, Dexter, and Manchester have an 8 percent higher rate of adult binge drinking (22 percent) when
compared to Washtenaw County’s rate of 14 percent (“Underage and Under the Influence”, January
2008). In the Manchester area, past 30 day use of alcohol increases on average over 150% from 8th to
12th grade (MiPHY, 2010). “Underage and Under the Influence”, January 2008, reports both high rates of
use and significant consequences related to substance use and other risky behaviors were also high.
Motor vehicle crash (MVC) rates in 16 to 20 year old drivers in Washtenaw County were highest in the
Dexter area zip code (48130). MVCs associated with DUI in this same age group were highest in Dexter
and Manchester (48158) zip codes. In addition, statistics show that 20.5% of Washtenaw County parents
in the 45-50 age range with children between the ages of 5 and 17 are more likely to drink and drive
versus parents 35 years old and younger with children in the same age bracket.

Primary target population*

Project SUCCESS targets youth ages 10-17 or middle and high school ages.

Number of people impacted annually*

This past fiscal year (2012-2013) 84 students were referred and met with the Project SUCCESS counselor.
In addition, 72 students participated in Project SUCCESS support groups. During the two quarters of the
current fiscal year (2013-2014) 65 students were referred and 50 were met with. Additionally, there was
several school wide awareness campaigns conducted geared towards the entire student population of ~780
students.

Intervention Specific goals, what do you hope
to accomplish?

1. Delay the age of first use of alcohol, tobacco & other drugs (ATOD).
2. Increase protective factors and decrease risk factors for ATOD use.

Individual Intervention Table
Criteria

Descriptions

Key Evaluation Data*

Project SUCCESS counselors track how many referrals they receive, students
met with and additional resources given. They conduct 30 day follow-up with
students that were referred to an additional resource to gauge whether they felt
that resource was helpful. In addition, all students that participate in Project
SUCCESS support groups complete a post survey that shows numbers reporting
improvement in 3 of the following 7 areas: relationships, peer refusal skills,
handling feelings, solving problems, attitude toward school, awareness of ATOD
risk and past 30 day use.

Provide a detailed evaluation plan. How will
you know this intervention is making the
difference?

The Project SUCCESS coordinator will continue to gather data for remainder of this fiscal year and plans
to conduct the same type of evaluation for the upcoming year.

If this is a continuing intervention in your
community provide evidence of how the
intervention has been successful, or describe
changes you’re making to improve the
potential for success.

In the past fiscal year of 84 students referred to the Project SUCCESS coordinator,
84 were met with and 22 were given additional resources. In addition, 72 students were referred to group
and 59 became participants.
Thus far in the current fiscal year (2013-2014) of 65 students referred to the Project SUCCESS
coordinator, 50 were met with and 24 were given additional resources including meeting with the
counselor one-on-one. In addition, 18 students were referred to group and 16 became participants. No
post-group surveys have been completed due none of the groups having been completed as of yet.
Project SUCCESS collaborates with educators and administration to receive referrals, coordinate services
and monitor progress. Project SUCCESS coordinators see the best results when they have good
collaboration within the school districts that they operate. Project SUCCESS also receives funding from
the WCHO, Bureau of Substance Abuse and Addiction Services, Office of Recovery Orientated Systems
of Care, Prevention Section.

With whom will you collaborate? How will
you collaborate? Other organizations solicited
for financial support (include name, amount
requested, date requested, and amount
promised or received).
Describe any models or best practice
examples of other successful programs similar
None known.
to the one you are proposing, if known.
Include citation/s
Provide a detailed sustainability plan for the
intervention and sustainability for any health
improvements resulting from the intervention.

One of the goals for sustainability of Project SUCCESS was to identify and begin receiving dollars from
multiple funding sources. This allows the intervention to continue even if there is a loss or reduction of
funding from one source. This increases the likelihood for success of the intervention and sustainability
with less turnover. Additionally, a new Project SUCCESS counselor was hired (Lindsay Hannah,
LLMSW) and began meeting with students at the start of the 2013-2014 fiscal year.

Individual Intervention Table

See attached documents for budget details.

Individual Intervention Table
Definitions
Element – Eat better, move more, avoid unhealthy substances and connect with others in healthy ways are the four elements in the CWF vision.
Fiscal Agent – (Amy will pull a definition from our policy)
Implementation Contact – (Amy will clarify the difference between implementation contact & FI)
Capacity or Coalition Capacity – Potential or actual ability to enlist community participation, technology, knowledge, collaboration and other resources to
plan and implement a successful intervention.
Indicator – A specific, anticipated measure of the impact of an individual program, practice, policy or other intervention implemented as part of the 5H plan.
An example of an indicator is The number of adults who eat more than 5 fruits and vegetables a day. CWF will provide a list of possible indicators.
Primary Target Population – Demographic (group of people) an intervention is intended to impact. Although the intervention may impact more than one
group of people, we are interested in the principal population targeted by the intervention. For instance, a walk to school program may include adult walkers
who chaperone children, but the children are the primary target of the intervention.
Number of people impacted annually – People who are directly affected by the intervention.
Key Evaluation Data – Statistical and other types of information collected and used in the decision-making process. Data may be used to decide where gaps
in services exist, if an intervention is effective, or to make other important decisions
Collaboration between organizations or communities – Working with others to create something beneficial. Collaborators include those who directly
influence the intervention through planning and oversight or with resources like technical assistance, time or funding.
Priority to implement or maintain – A high priority intervention is one that is regarded by the Wellness Coalition as more important than others. Medium or
low priority interventions are thought of as important but may be delayed.
Sustainability Plan – How will you maintain the impact of the intervention over time? Has a plan for sustainability (including long term funding if necessary)
been documented?
Connect with others in healthy ways – It is not CWF’s intent to strictly define connect with others. However, the original intent was to promote positive
mental health. We will look most favorably on connect interventions that impact those most at risk for poor mental health (e.g. individuals experiencing
social isolation or stress due to physical or social circumstances) and those that foster connections among large numbers of people

PROPOSED BUDGET
Page
Local Agency Name

Karen Bergbower & Associates
Street Address

MWC - Project SUCCESS

Code

Date Prepared

Report Period

3/18/2014

Thru

10299 Grand River, Suite P
City, State, ZIP Code

Brighton, MI

Of

1

Program

Agreement Period

48116

Expenditure Category

7/1/2014

FE ID Number

Thru 6/30/2015

Expenditures
Current Period
Agreement YTD

Salaries and Wages
Fringe Benefits
Travel
Supplies and Materials
Other Expenses -Communications
Space Cost
Utilities
Insurance
Misc Expenses
TOTAL EXPENDITURES

26-1392579
Agreement

Budget

Balance

3,500.00
460.00
0.00
594.00
64.00
260.00
32.00
39.00
51.00
5,000.00

SOURCE OF FUNDS
Fees and Collections
Local
Other
CA Contract/SA share
TOTAL FUNDING
5,000.00

TOTAL CONTRACT FUNDING

CERTIFICATION: I certify that I am authorized to sign on behalf of the local agency and that this is an accurate statement
of expenditures and collections for the report period. Appropriate documentation is available and will be maintained for the
required period to support costs and receipts reported.
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Date
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President of Operations
Contact Person Name:

Telephone Number: 810-225-9550

Denise Geroux
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Project Name & Account Number:

Email: denise@kbamichigan.com
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Manchester Wellness Coalition ‐ Project SUCCESS submitted by Karen Bergbower & Associates
Detailed Annual Budget Narrative Justification
Object Class Categories
Personnel
Job Title
Project SUCCESS Counselor

Name
Lindsay Hannah, LMSW

Level of
Salary
Requested
Annual Salary Effort
Subtotals
3,500
$39,998
0.088

Personnel Subtotal

Fringe Benefits
FICA, Unemployment, Health Insurance, Workers Comp, Continuuing Ed

$3,500

Percentage
13%
Fringe Subtotal

Travel

Expense

Travel Subtotal
Supplies and Materials

$0

Expense

Supplies and Materials Subtotal
Contractual

$460

Expense

$594

Contractual Subtotal
Other Expenses
Communications
Space Cost
Utilities
Insurance
Misc Expenses

Source of Funds

$0

Expense
$64
$260
$32
$39
$51
Other Expenses Subtotal

$446

Total Expenditures

$5,000

Match/Request

Source of Funds Subtotal
Total Contract Funding

$5,000

Project SUCCESS
Location: Manchester, MI

Action Plan 2013-2015
***Subject to Change***

Month
October 2013
November 2013
December 2013
January 2014

Monthly Plan
High School
Referrals Interviewed
Individual On-Going Appts
Referrals Interviewed
Individual On-Going Appts
Referrals Interviewed
Individual On-Going Appts
Girls Group 1: Meeting #1
Referrals Interviewed
Individual On-Going Appts
Girls Group 1: Meeting #2

Middle School
Project SUCCESS Training October 2-3, 2013
Referrals Interviewed
Individual On-Going Appts
Referrals Interviewed
Individual On-Going Appts
Referrals Interviewed
Individual On-Going Appts
Referrals Interviewed
Individual On-Going Appts

April 2014

Referrals Interviewed
Individual On-Going Appts
Senior Transition Group: Meeting #2-#6

May 2014

Referrals Interviewed
Individual On-Going Appts
Senior Transition Group: Meeting #7-#8 (Post Group Survey)

June 2014

Referrals Interviewed
Individual On-Going Appts

Referrals Interviewed
Individual On-Going Appts
Girls Group 1: Meeting #1-#2
Girls Group 2: Meeting #1
Referrals Interviewed
Individual On-Going Appts
Girls Group 1: Meeting #3-#5
Girls Group 2: Meeting #2-#4
th
8 Grade Transition Group: Meeting #1
Referrals Interviewed
Individual On-Going Appts
Girls Group 1: Meeting #6-#8
Girls Group 2: Meeting #5-#7
th
8 Grade Transition Group: Meeting #2-#4
Referrals Interviewed
Individual On-Going Appts
Girls Group 1: Meeting #9-#10 (Post Group Survey)
Girls Group 2: Meeting #8-#10 (Post Group Survey)
th
8 Grade Transition Group: Meeting #5-8 (Post Group Survey)
Referrals Interviewed
Individual On-Going Appts

No School
Teacher In-Service Presentation
Referrals Received
PTO Presentation
Referrals Interviewed
Individual On-Going Appts
New Student Group: Meeting #1
Educational Series 1 Initiated (Health Class)
Referrals Interviewed
Individual On-Going Appts
New Student Group: Meeting #2-#3 (Post Group Survey)
Educational Series 1 Continued (Health Class)
Group 1 Initiated
Referrals Interviewed
Individual On-Going Appts
Educational Series 1 Continued (Health Class)
Group 1 Continued
Referrals Interviewed
Individual On-Going Appts
Group 1: (Post Group Survey)
Referrals Interviewed
Individual On-Going Appts
Group 2 Initiated
Referrals Interviewed
Individual On-Going Appts

No School
Teacher In-Service Presentation
Referrals Received
PTSA Presentation
Referrals Interviewed
Individual On-Going Appts
New Student Group: Meeting #1
Educational Series 1 Initiated (Health Class)
Referrals Interviewed
Individual On-Going Appts
New Student Group: Meeting #2-#3 (Post Group Survey)
Educational Series 1 Continued (Health Class)
Group 1 Initiated
Referrals Interviewed
Individual On-Going Appts
Educational Series 1 Continued (Health Class)
Group 1 Continued
Referrals Interviewed
Individual On-Going Appts
Group 1: (Post Group Survey)
Referrals Interviewed
Individual On-Going Appts
Group 2 Initiated
Referrals Interviewed
Individual On-Going Appts

February 2014

March 2014

July 2014
August 2014

September 2014

October 2014

November 2014

December 2014
January 2015
February 2015

Referrals Interviewed
Individual On-Going Appts
Girls Group 1: Meeting #3-#5
Referrals Interviewed
Individual On-Going Appts
Girls Group 1: Meeting #6-#8 (Post Group Survey)
Senior Transition Group: Meeting #1

March 2015

April 2015

May 2015
June 2015
July 2015
August 2015

September 2015

Referrals Interviewed
Individual On-Going Appts
Group 3 Initiated
Group 2 Continued
Senior Transition Group Initiated
Referrals Interviewed
Individual On-Going Appts
Group 2: (Post Group Survey)
Group 3 Continued
Senior Transition Group Continued
Referrals Interviewed
Individual On-Going Appts
Group 3: (Post Group Survey)
Senior Transition Group: (Post Group Survey)
Referrals Interviewed
Individual On-Going Appts

Referrals Interviewed
Individual On-Going Appts
Group 3 Initiated
Group 2 Continued
th
8 Grade Transition Group Initiated
Referrals Interviewed
Individual On-Going Appts
Group 2: (Post Group Survey)
Group 3 Continued
th
8 Grade Transition Group Continued
Referrals Interviewed
Individual On-Going Appts
Group 3: (Post Group Survey)
th
8 Grade Transition Group: (Post Group Survey)
Referrals Interviewed
Individual On-Going Appts

No School
Teacher In-Service Presentation
Referrals Received
PTSA Presentation
Referrals Interviewed
Individual On-Going Appts
New Student Group: Meeting #1
Educational Series 1 Initiated (Health Class)

No School
Teacher In-Service Presentation
Referrals Received
PTA Presentation
Referrals Interviewed
Individual On-Going Appts
New Student Group: Meeting #1
Educational Series 1 Initiated (Health Class)

ACADEMIC YEAR 2013 - 2014

Project SUCCESS
What is Project SUCCESS?
Project SUCCESS (Schools Using
Coordinated Community Efforts to Strengthen
Students) is a national model program that
has been proved effective in preventing and
reducing teen substances use.
Project SUCCESS is a school-based program
that works to reduce the factors that put
students at risk for substance abuse, while
working to enhance the factors that will
protect students from the risks. This is
accomplished by placing highly trained
counselors in schools to provide a full range
of substance use prevention and early
intervention services.
Strategies include:
• Giving student’s information to increase
their understanding about harmful
consequences of using alcohol, tobacco, and
other drugs.
• Helping students understand that most
teens don’t use alcohol, tobacco, and other
drugs
• Providing services to students who are
experiencing stress (such as relationship
issues, friend’s substance use, etc.) that if not
resolved might lead to substance use.
• Teaching students skills for resisting peer
pressure, responding to conflicts, managing
anger, and avoiding and coping with other
stressful situations.
• Referring students, and their families who
need additional help, to services in the school
and community.
• Working with school and community groups
on activities to promote alcohol, tobacco, and
drug free lifestyles for teens.

Project SUCCESS Counselor
Project SUCCESS Counselors work with
students individually and in small groups;
conduct classroom presentations; train
and consult on prevention issues with
school staff and refer and follow-up with
students and families needing additional
services.

Lindsay Hannah, LLMSW
Project SUCCESS Counselor
Manchester Community Organizer
Phone: (734) 476-0686
Email: Lindsay@kbamichigan.com
Facebook:
www.facebook.com/ManchesterVoices
Manchester Middle School
Office Hours: Wednesday
st
th
Room: 221 (except 1 & 6 Hour, Rm. TBA)
&
Manchester High School
Office Hours: Tuesday
Room: Next to Principal

ACADEMIC YEAR 2013 - 2014

Project SUCCESS
Program Components
Project SUCCESS utilizes a combination of activities
which have been designed to address the unique
needs of adolescents. These activities include:
The Prevention Education Series: A multi-session
Alcohol, Tobacco and Other Drug prevention program
conducted by the Project SUCCESS Counselor with
7th and 9th graders through their health class.

Manchester Voices is a community coalition that
encourages members of the community of all ages to
plan and participate in drug and alcohol free activities
that educate the community. Visit our Facebook page
for an updated schedule.
www.facebook.com/ManchesterVoices

Individual and Group Counseling: The Project
SUCCESS Counselor conducts time limited individual,
family and/or group counseling at school and is
available for appointments either before or after school.
School-wide Awareness & Outreach Activities:
Project SUCCESS activities help students change their
attitudes about alcohol, tobacco and other drug use
and increase school bonding through student
involvement in planning and implementing programs.
Examples include; Student’s Leading Students and
Manchester Voices; club activities; special assemblies;
contests for special awareness days or weeks such as
the Great American Smoke-out, and safe prom and
graduation activities.
Parent Programs: Project SUCCESS includes parents
as collaborative partners in prevention through parent
workshops, consultation and referral, involvement in
PTA and other school and community organizations.
Referral: Students and parents who can benefit from
additional services are referred to appropriate agencies
or practitioners in the community or to other services in
the school.

Project SUCCESS offers a variety of services, such as;
Prevention Education, Positive Peer Alternatives,
Individual & Group Counseling, Training, Educational,
Programs for Parents, Referral, Community
Involvement, Consultation.

PROJECT SUCCESS IS A
PROGRAM OF STUDENT
ASSISTANCE SERVICES,
CORP. AT
MANCHESTER MIDDLE
SCHOOL & HIGH SCHOOL

How to Access Services
Project SUCCESS is a voluntary program. Most
students self-refer to the Project SUCCESS Counselor.
Students may also be referred by peers, parents and
faculty. Feel free to stop by the Project SUCCESS
Counselor’s offices at your school or you may reach
the counselor by phone or email.
Referral Process: Referrals are confidential. If you
would like to make a referral please email or call
Lindsay Hannah at the following;
Lindsay@kbamichigan.com
734.476.0686

Individual Intervention Table
*Definitions for terms in the intervention table are included below.

Project TNT
 CWF Element* to Impact:

Avoid Unhealthy Substances

 Fiscal Agent*

Manchester Community Schools

 Tax I.D.

38-6028383

 Implementation Contact*

Lindsay Hannah

 Contact phone and email

734-476-0686 / Lindsay@kbamichigan.com

 Date Funding Required

August 1, 2014

 Implementation Date

August 1, 2014

 Total Amount Requested from CWF $530.00

Individual Intervention Table

Criteria

Descriptions

Describe your action plan (steps) for
implementing the intervention, including
timeframe.

Project Towards No Tobacco Use (Project TNT) is a classroom-based curriculum that aims to prevent and
reduce tobacco use, primarily among 7th-grade students. The intervention was developed for a universal
audience and has served students with a wide variety of risk factors. Designed to counteract multiple
causes of tobacco use simultaneously, Project TNT is based on the theory that youth will be better able to
resist tobacco use if they are aware of misleading information that facilitates tobacco use (e.g., protobacco advertising, inflated estimates of the prevalence of tobacco use), have skills that counteract the
social pressures to obtain approval by using tobacco, and appreciate the physical consequences of tobacco
use. Project TNT comprises of 10 core lessons and 2 booster lessons, all 40-50 minutes in duration. The
curriculum uses a wide variety of activities to encourage student involvement and participation. Activities
include games, videos, role-plays.
The Project TNT coordinator plans on facilitating the 10 core lessons of Project TNT during Quarter 3
and Quarter 4 7th grade health classes. Lessons will be taught 1-2 times per week based on what works
best for the health teacher. Approximately eighty 7th grade students will receive this curriculum. A pre-test
and post-test will be administered during the first and final meetings.

Who (specifically) will be responsible for
what aspects of intervention implementation?

Lindsay Hannah, LLMSW, will be responsible for implementation of all lessons and the series of surveys
(pre, post, one year follow-up) as well.

Do those responsible have the capacity* to
implement?

Yes.

Does implementation of this intervention
require support/resources from the broader
coalition? If so, does the coalition have the
capacity to support intervention
implementation?

No additional support is required.

Please provide a description of the
intervention program you are proposing.
(what, when, how, where & why)

Individual Intervention Table
Criteria

What indicator* will this intervention impact?
Describe any data and/or research that
demonstrates a need for this intervention, in
your community.

Descriptions
MiPHY data from 2012 reveals a trend in reduction of tobacco use among Manchester Youth of 26.7% in
2010 and 11.3% in 2012. The 2012 MiPHY data also shows students’ perception of peer cigarette use has
reduced as well. Percentage of students that think half or less (31-50%) of the students in their grade
smoke one or more cigarettes a day has reduced from 21.3% in 2010 to 12.6% in 2012. Manchester
appears to be heading along a downward trend regarding tobacco product use and perception of use along
with the rest of the nation; however with the introduction of the electronic cigarette and recent surge in
related advertising there is still a need for tobacco prevention. The CDC reported that from 2011–2012,
electronic cigarette use doubled among middle and high school students, and hookah use increased among
high school students (National Youth Tobacco Survey, 2012). Additionally, the 2014 Surgeon General
Report says rates of decline for cigarette smoking have slowed in the last decade and rates of decline for
smokeless tobacco use have stalled completely. Research has revealed that youth are more likely to use
tobacco if they perceive tobacco use is acceptable or normative among their peers. Tobacco Prevention
remains a necessary component for Middle School youth to continue to decrease the rates of use,
perceived risks of use, and perceived use by peers.
The 2014 MiPHY data will be added to the intervention table once it becomes available during the
summer of 2014.

Primary target population*

Project TNT targets youth ages 12-13 or 7th grade aged students.

Number of people impacted annually*

The TNT coordinator plans to facilitate 2 classes per fiscal year reaching approximately 75-80 seventh
grade students.

Intervention Specific goals, what do you hope
to accomplish?

1. Decrease tobacco use rate in Manchester area
2. Delay the age of first use of tobacco.
3. Youth will be better able to resist tobacco use by becoming aware of misleading information facilitating
tobacco use, have skills that counteract the social pressures to obtain approval by using tobacco, and
appreciate the physical consequences of tobacco use.

Key Evaluation Data*

Project TNT will use pre- and post-test surveys at the beginning and end of each course. Additionally, we
plan to use local MiPHY data for long term evaluation.

Individual Intervention Table
Criteria

Descriptions

Key Evaluation Data*

Project TNT will use pre- and post-test surveys at the beginning and end of each course. Additionally, we
plan to use local MiPHY data for long term evaluation.

Provide a detailed evaluation plan. How will
you know this intervention is making the
difference?

We will know that Project TNT is having an impact on students receiving the course based on the results
of the pre- and post-test surveys. A one-year follow-up survey will be administered as well. Additionally,
we will be able to view trends in the long term effects through the evaluation of local MiPHY data from
past years to the current 2014 results. Manchester Middle School students will be taking the MiPHY
survey during May 2014. This will be the first year they will be surveyed that they have received Project
TNT as well.

If this is a continuing intervention in your
community provide evidence of how the
intervention has been successful, or describe
changes you’re making to improve the
potential for success.
With whom will you collaborate? How will
you collaborate? Other organizations solicited
for financial support (include name, amount
requested, date requested, and amount
promised or received).
Describe any models or best practice
examples of other successful programs similar
to the one you are proposing, if known.
Include citation/s
Provide a detailed sustainability plan for the
intervention and sustainability for any health
improvements resulting from the intervention.

Training was completed during June 2013. A new Project TNT facilitator was hired in September 2013
and the first course began in February 2014 and due to be completed on March 27, 2014.

The Project TNT facilitator will collaborate with the Manchester Middle School Health Teacher on the
dates/times that the course will take place. Additionally, the Health Teacher will offer
support/reinforcement of lessons during class time. Previously there was collaboration with Chelsea
Community Hospital to participate in the train the trainer training. No other organizations will be solicited
for financial support.
Towards No Tobacco (TNT) is a nationally recognized evidenced-based tobacco prevention program.
Project TNT has reached approximately 50,000 students involved in experimental trials and other
implementations. The developer has conducted at least 88 evaluations of independent Project TNT
implementations and estimates that approximately 20 additional evaluations have been conducted. The
longest continuous implementation of Project TNT is at least 4 years. There appear to be other programs
that appear on The National Registry of Evidence-based Programs and Practices (NREPP), however they
are listed as focusing on more than just tobacco including the program “Stay on Track” and were not listed
as cost-effective.
This plan is cost-effective with the current funding request at $530.

Individual Intervention Table

See attached documents for budget details.

Individual Intervention Table
Definitions
Element – Eat better, move more, avoid unhealthy substances and connect with others in healthy ways are the four elements in the CWF vision.
Fiscal Agent – (Amy will pull a definition from our policy)
Implementation Contact – (Amy will clarify the difference between implementation contact & FI)
Capacity or Coalition Capacity – Potential or actual ability to enlist community participation, technology, knowledge, collaboration and other resources to
plan and implement a successful intervention.
Indicator – A specific, anticipated measure of the impact of an individual program, practice, policy or other intervention implemented as part of the 5H plan.
An example of an indicator is The number of adults who eat more than 5 fruits and vegetables a day. CWF will provide a list of possible indicators.
Primary Target Population – Demographic (group of people) an intervention is intended to impact. Although the intervention may impact more than one
group of people, we are interested in the principal population targeted by the intervention. For instance, a walk to school program may include adult walkers
who chaperone children, but the children are the primary target of the intervention.
Number of people impacted annually – People who are directly affected by the intervention.
Key Evaluation Data – Statistical and other types of information collected and used in the decision-making process. Data may be used to decide where gaps
in services exist, if an intervention is effective, or to make other important decisions
Collaboration between organizations or communities – Working with others to create something beneficial. Collaborators include those who directly
influence the intervention through planning and oversight or with resources like technical assistance, time or funding.
Priority to implement or maintain – A high priority intervention is one that is regarded by the Wellness Coalition as more important than others. Medium or
low priority interventions are thought of as important but may be delayed.
Sustainability Plan – How will you maintain the impact of the intervention over time? Has a plan for sustainability (including long term funding if necessary)
been documented?
Connect with others in healthy ways – It is not CWF’s intent to strictly define connect with others. However, the original intent was to promote positive
mental health. We will look most favorably on connect interventions that impact those most at risk for poor mental health (e.g. individuals experiencing
social isolation or stress due to physical or social circumstances) and those that foster connections among large numbers of people
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3/18/2014
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10299 Grand River, Suite P
City, State, ZIP Code
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1

Program

Agreement Period

48116

Expenditure Category

7/1/2014

FE ID Number

Thru 6/30/2015

Expenditures
Current Period
Agreement YTD

Salaries and Wages
Fringe Benefits
Travel
Supplies and Materials
Other Expenses -Communications
Space Cost
Utilities
Insurance
Misc Expenses
TOTAL EXPENDITURES

26-1392579
Agreement

Budget

Balance

0.00
0.00
0.00
530.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
530.00

SOURCE OF FUNDS
Fees and Collections
Local
Other
CA Contract/SA share
TOTAL FUNDING
530.00

TOTAL CONTRACT FUNDING

CERTIFICATION: I certify that I am authorized to sign on behalf of the local agency and that this is an accurate statement
of expenditures and collections for the report period. Appropriate documentation is available and will be maintained for the
required period to support costs and receipts reported.
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Manchester Wellness Coalition ‐ Project TNT submitted by Karen Bergbower & Associates
Detailed Annual Budget Narrative Justification
Object Class Categories
Personnel
Job Title

Name

Annual Salary

Level of
Effort

Salary
Requested

Personnel Subtotal

Fringe Benefits

$0

Expense
$340
140
50

Supplies and Materials Subtotal
Contractual

$0

Expense

Travel Subtotal
Supplies and Materials
80 Project TNT Student Workbooks
Student Incentives
Photocopies, misc supplies

$0

Percentage

Fringe Subtotal
Travel

Subtotals

Expense

$530

Contractual Subtotal
Other Expenses
Communications
Space Cost
Utilities
Insurance
Misc Expenses

Source of Funds

$0

Expense

Other Expenses Subtotal

$0

Total Expenditures

$530

Match/Request

Source of Funds Subtotal
Total Contract Funding

$530

Project Towards No Tobacco (TNT)
Location: Manchester Middle School

Action Plan 2013-2015
***Subject to Change***

Month
July 2013
August 2013
September 2013
October 2013
November 2013
December 2013
January 2014

February 2014

March 2014

April 2014

May 2014

June 2014
July 2014
August 2014
September 2014
October 2014
November 2014
December 2014

January 2015

February 2015

Monthly Plan
No Program – Summer Break
Quarter 1: Coordinator Not hired yet (Hired Mid-September)
Quarter 1: Coordinator Hired in September, Quarter already started by the time she was ready to facilitate
course
Quarter 1: Coordinator Hired in September, Quarter already started by the time she was ready to facilitate
course
Quarter 2: Health not offered, only Gym
Quarter 2: Health not offered, only Gym
Quarter 2: Health not offered, only Gym
No Program -- Snow days effected the start of TNT program
th
Quarter 3: Program 1 Initiated: Thursdays 4 Hour
 Lesson 1-Effective Listening & Tobacco Information
 Lesson 2-The Course & Consequence of Tobacco Use
 Lesson 3-Self Esteem
 Lesson 4-Being True to Yourself & Changing Negative Thoughts
th
Quarter 3: Program 1 Continues: Thursdays & Fridays 4 Hour (Posttest)
 Lesson 5-Effective Communication
 Lesson 6-Assertiveness Training & Refusal Skills
 Lesson 7-Assertiveness Refusal Skills Practice
 Lesson 8-Advertising Images
 Lesson 9-Social Activism: Advocating for No Tobacco Use ---POST-TEST SURVEY
 Lesson 10-Public Commitment & Videotaping-Canceled due to scheduling issues because of Snow Days
th
Quarter 4: Program 2 Initiated: Thursdays 4 Hour (Pretest)
 Lesson 1-Effective Listening & Tobacco Information --- PRE-TEST SURVEY
 Lesson 2-The Course & Consequence of Tobacco Use
 Lesson 3-Self Esteem
th
Quarter 4: Program 2 Continues: Thursdays 4 Hour
 Lesson 4-Being True to Yourself & Changing Negative Thoughts
 Lesson 5-Effective Communication
 Lesson 6-Assertiveness Training & Refusal Skills
 Lesson 7-Assertiveness Refusal Skills Practice
 Lesson 8-Advertising Images
th
Quarter 4: Program 2 Continues: Thursdays 4 Hour (Posttest)
 Lesson 9-Social Activism: Advocating for No Tobacco Use
 Lesson 10-Public Commitment & Videotaping ---POST-TEST SURVEY
No Program – Summer Break
Quarter 1: No Program Due to Project SUCCESS Educational Series
Quarter 1: No Program Due to Project SUCCESS Educational Series
Quarter 1: No Program - Project SUCCESS Educational Series
Quarter 2: Health not offered, only Gym
Quarter 2: Health not offered, only Gym
Quarter 2: Health not offered, only Gym
Quarter 3: Program 1 Initiated – One Day a Week/ 1 Class Period (Pretest)
 Lesson 1-Effective Listening & Tobacco Information --- PRE-TEST SURVEY
 Lesson 2-The Course & Consequence of Tobacco Use
 Lesson 3-Self Esteem
 Lesson 4-Being True to Yourself & Changing Negative Thoughts
Quarter 3: Program 1 Continues – One Day a Week/ 1 Class Period
 Lesson 5-Effective Communication
 Lesson 6-Assertiveness Training & Refusal Skills
 Lesson 7-Assertiveness Refusal Skills Practice

March 2015

April 2015

May 2015

June 2015
July 2015
August 2015
September 2015

 Lesson 8-Advertising Images
Quarter 3: Program 1 Continues – One Day a Week/ 1 Class Period (Posttest)
 Lesson 9-Social Activism: Advocating for No Tobacco Use
 Lesson 10-Public Commitment & Videotaping ---POST-TEST SURVEY
One-Year Follow-Up Survey (Q3 2014 Students)
Quarter 4: Program 2 Initiated – One Day a Week/ 1 Class Period (Pretest)
 Lesson 1-Effective Listening & Tobacco Information --- PRE-TEST SURVEY
 Lesson 2-The Course & Consequence of Tobacco Use
 Lesson 3-Self Esteem
 Lesson 4-Being True to Yourself & Changing Negative Thoughts
Quarter 4: Program 2 Continues – One Day a Week/ 1 Class Period
 Lesson 5-Effective Communication
 Lesson 6-Assertiveness Training & Refusal Skills
 Lesson 7-Assertiveness Refusal Skills Practice
 Lesson 8-Advertising Images
Quarter 4: Program 2 Continues – One Day a Week/ 1 Class Period (Posttest)
 Lesson 9-Social Activism: Advocating for No Tobacco Use
 Lesson 10-Public Commitment & Videotaping ---POST-TEST SURVEY
One-Year Follow-Up Survey (Q4 2014 Students)
No Program – Summer Break
Quarter 1: No Program Due to Project SUCCESS Educational Series
Quarter 1: No Program Due to Project SUCCESS Educational Series

